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BASIC DATA

Area: 8,000 square miles

Population: 2.82 million (mid-1968)
Rate of growth (1961-1967): 3M3%

of which due to natural increase: 1.9%
Density per square mile: 354

Total Resources, 1968 est.: IL 20,130 million

Gross National Product, 1968 est.: IL 14,02 llion
PeAr ct--qni+:q2c $ 1hOLd

Average Annual Growth RaUMtes /2 197U1 -9L7U4-16 16

UUos Na -dl,id. rrLijuuu 1JJU LU.. U 1-4.e

Gross National Product per capita 6.7 .6 10.I

Composition of G s Percent of GNP
lionalUc~. rrVUU(;L' L7uv.L7vv L-U J Y

cr-Lva'ue Consurn-ptOn UU.4 UU. U).O

Public Consumption 21.8 27.9 28.6
Uross investment C.7 1.0 20.1
Gross National Savings 12.5 h.1 5.6
import Surplus 13.4 10.9 b. 5

Sectoral Origin of Gross Percent of uNr
National Product 1964 1 96

Agriculture 7 7
Manufacturing and Mining 26 29
Constructionf 10 6
Transportation and Communications 10 10
Housing 10 11
Services of the Public Sector 10 18
Finance, Commerce, and Personal

Services 21 19

Money, Credit and Prices Dec. 31, 1966 Rate of Change (%)
(IL millions) 1966 1967-196R

Total Money Supply 2,890 6 26 lb
Time and Savings Deposits 3,360 25 63 38
Bank Credit to Public 2,780 2)j 33 36
Bank Credit to Government 1,680 82 93 106

10oAn/~C~
Rise in Consumer Price Index ' ' 8.0 1.6 2.2

6.2

/1 At official exchange rate
/2 in constant 1967 prices



Central Government Budget Summary In IL millions
1966/67 1967796 1968/69

Current Revenue 2,986 3,295 4,076
Current Expenditure 3,157 4.022 L.617

Current Deficit - 171 - 727 - 541
Canital Expenditures 1,048 1.15 1P217

Overall Deficit - 1,219 -1,881 - 1,758
Domestic Borrowing, net 9h3 1,230 1.23h
Foreign Financing, net 276 651 524

External Public Debt 1965 1966 1967 June 1968

Total debt outstanding
($ million) 1,097 12209 1075 1,521

Ratio of debt service to
foreign exchange earnings (1) t4

Balance of Payments ($ million)

1966 1967 1968

Commodity Exports 475 541 685

Net Invisibles - 125 -240 - 220
De1icit on Cu re11 t Acu.. - 45 .49 - 6o.

Unilateral Transfers 292 530 435

Concentration of Exports 1967 1960-65
A Average ,

Diamonds 30 31
Citrus 16 18

Foreign Exchange Reserves ($ million)
(End of Year) 1965 lyo 1yo7 1YOO

Total Reserves 749 730 949 050 L/-
of which Bank of Israel 643 621 715 663

E Estimate



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

i. Israel's past economic performance has been remarkable. Against
great odds such as a conspicuous dearth of natural resources, inability to
trade with neighboring countries, and the need to p ovide a large inflow of
immigrants with housing and other facilities, real GNP has been growing at
an average annual rate of some 10 percent since 1950 while per capita pro-
duction increased by an average! of 5 percent. These achievements were largely
the result of two factors: a capable and determined population with a broad
base of well-educated and energetic people who proved able to overcome the
difficulties of economic development with great ingenuity; and a relatively
large and continuous flow of foreign capital originating chiefly from private
donations of American Jews and from reparation payments by Germany. Israel's
"economic miracle" would have been impossiblq if one of these two growth
factors - human skill and foreign capital - had been lacking.

ii. At present, Israel appears to have little in common with underde-
veloped countries. Her per capita income is approximately the same as that
of the industrialized European countries and in some fields - particularly
in agriculture and education - her achievements are comparable to that of the
moAt advanced nations. 'The important industrial sector. on the other hand.
still needs considerable protection although it is now in the midst of a
modernization process. Above all. Israel's economy still has a long way to
go to become self-supporting. The present high level of economic.activity
is kept alive largely by the continuous inflow of foreian capital provided
mostly on concessional terms. Without these external resources which aug-
ment the country's foreisn exchanie earninss by about one half. Israel's
economic life would be severely weakened, and the level of production, in-
vestment and consumntion would fall drastically.

it. The heavy danmandene on foreian resources is not a reflection of

poor export performance. On the contrary, Israel has been very successful
duirinte the nnat in 4nevan&n 4ta enn fn-avvn pvnhanffa oarninvn_ Between

U -- 'r-- - -- -- -- M_ - - -- ---------

1950 and 196a, exports of goods and services have risen from $45 million to
1 -2OO millinn m at an avrnmP rata nf P0 narnt a vear. But the rand

expansion of GNP during this period led to a parallel growth of imports which
rose from t3 millin n Al800 mi n t hnt 10 Twreant n_r gnmn
Thus, even though the country's reliance on foreign capital inflows decreased
in relat 4v +erms, the absolute amount of the external a vonnft4in-naA to V4na.
Under the circumstances, the Government has made great efforts to mobilize

1n g h If 4 w-amneso e a4- 4nmnc th - epem ra 4 .a ent 4mwvvpwr onv H n

this,gap rose in absolute terms, the authorities became increasingly concerned
about the prospec+ of a shortfall in the sply of fra4n funds which would
prevent the continuation of fast economic growth at full employment.

iv. The first signs that such a situation was approaching appeared in
tuh m4A 1 .J ._4A InKnf- +4T- A&-- PA. A m ? A6- * + -. -4 P --- 4-- -44 -PA

not only to finance Israel's durrent account deficit but also to permit the
accumuubV& Vil OSCnuutia foreign. exculnugw reseryes. 1p 19,r, aowvwr, 1"h6
external deficit on current account had risen to a record level of $573 mil-

ion. i a Coin faing pes otrns woud tave oer t wecame coern e ,

for which foreign financing was not assured, the Government became concerned
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about the possibility of large-scale losses in exchange reserves. Accord-

ingly, it decided to curtail the foreign trade deficit through monetary

restrictions and a slow-down in public spending, despite the fact that signs

pointed to a decline in economic activity. As a result, economic growth

came to a virtual standstill, while unemployment rose to about 10 percent of

the labor force. In 1967, the economy began to recover from this setback

largely because of an expansionary monetary policy; increased government

spending caused partly by the massive rise in defense expenditure since the

war with the Arab states; and new confidence in the country's political and

economic future which has stimulated private investment activity. In 1968

real GNP grew by about 14 percent. As rapid growth was resumed, however, the

current account deficit in the balance of payments rose quickly to an estimated

$600 million in 1968 and may be even higher this year if the present boom

continues. Until mid-1968, the generous donatipns of World Jevry in the wake

of the last war have enabled the country to finance the increased gap without

any significant losses in reserves. But as the flow of such donations has

alread tapered off somewhat from the high 1967 rate reserves have started to

fall in the second half of 1968, and more substantial losses may be expected

for 1969.

v. . Public deficits also assumed very large proportions because - as

part of the policy to overcome the recession - the increase in public spending

was not matched by a similar rise in domestic revenue. However, despite the

mounting pressure originating from these deficits, internal prices have so

far been remarkably stable. During 1967, the consumer price index rose by

only 1.6 percent while wholesale prices showed even lesser increases. In

1o68, the rise in nrices averaged 2 to 3 percent. The relative price stability

is partly the result of a higher liquidity preference of the public caused by

the 1967 var and the slowdown of economic activity during the recession. In

addition, the existence of large-scale unemployment and unused production

anparity had a damnenina effect on prices. Unemployment, for example,was

still considerably higher in the second half of 1968 than in 1965 when eco-
nomi gwvath anted to decline- Equally imnortant. however. was the fact

that the Government in cooperation with the trade unipns and employers adopte
an.4.nc-, ,swhich lI&A tn a virtual freeze of basic vates and salaries

since early 1966. This policy of price and wage restraint is a complete break
.IU T.....f Wm A w7nbint -ntfarn whith %a e-harM(t?rized hv atrnz in-

flationary pressure and a fast moving price-wage spiral. But the present
b-alance is ather prca 4,ilei ma4nilv hatiaa tho rAtrAnt on v"an RnRh malar1en

is not being metched by equa4 efforts to reduce public sector deficits. There
-- J-2_....st... + ..- a A-P4-4+S V4l ibv^&a vaae4-w Afmfnd An

3ie country's resources and that it will be difficult to maintain relative
a -e.. -- -4. -4+1-r+ 4 --- pa 4"m +7kh _v,h14r

prie stability in a fast fgr9Wing economyv witou ncesigth ubI

savings effort.

vi. The Government's longer term development strategy aims at maintain-

ing a high rate of economc expnion accompan.u UY a rapd mMrmatnUa of

production facilities. The expansionary policy is motivated by the need to

absorb an increased flow of punigrants, to broaden Una CUnUumic Uass. fUothe
heavy defense burden, and to prevent the recurrence of a recession with largq-

scale unemployment. At the same time, the Government continues to strive for

an adjustment of the country a balance of payments to the expected decline in
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nn-cmerci al + silinfl.a T 4 aasumaA h- the athoriftia that With

rising efficiency particularly of the manufacturing sector, Israel will become

at a faster percentage rate than imports so that in the longer run, the trade
gap wounu u a narroweu at, a higuer lave Of iucome au P.-WA . %----

medium run, this would still entail large current deficits in the balance of
payments, which are not lxely to be lully financeu Uy the special. %Cpitl
transfers available to Israel - private donations, development bonds and
raparations - thus forcing the country to draw down its reserves, and to
mobilize additional sources of capital.

vii. Whether this strategy will be successful is still an open question,
although some achievements can already be observed. Exports or goods and
services have risen by about 26 percent in 1968 and prospects for further
sustained expansion at an annual rate of about 12 percent are fairly good.
Imports, which rose strongly after the recession, are likely to grow at a
slower rate of some 9 percent a year assuming that GNP expands at about 8 1/2
percent. Further efforts will have to be made by the Government to promote
new export ventures, to generate additional domestic savings and to secure a
reasonable degree of internal financial stability. In addition, the e is
need for improvement in economic planning and resource allocation while recent
attempts to strengthen the international competitiveness of local industries
should be continued.

viii. If Israel does not succeed to mobilize sufficient funds to fill
the future gaps in the balance of payments, her reserves may well decline to
a point where for economic and security reasons further losses cannot be tol-
erated. Under the circumstances, the Government would probably take steps to
slow down economic growth even if this led to another recession as in 1966/67.
Such a development would not only create substantial unemployment and make the
absorption of new immigrants more difficult but it might also hold back ex-
pansion of export industries, thus delaying further the time when Israel could
enter the phase of self-sustained growth.

ix. Israel's medium- and long-term external public debt has risen
fast in recent years, reaching a total of juit over $1.5 billion in mid-1968.
In addition, there were some $80 million short-term obligation on that date.
Interest and amortization payments on public debt grew apace; but as foreign
exchange earnings have risen even faster, the ratio between service payments
and gross earnings has declined from some 20 percent in the early 1960's to
about 14 percent in the recent past. For 1969 the service payments are
scheduled to reach a peak of $175 million, falling off to an average of $113
million over the following four years. Assuming that foreign exchange earn-
ings will rise at the rate pro.lected above, the debt service burden on exist-
ing obligations would fall from its present 14 percent to only 6 percent in
1973. Thus even if the country continues to borrow abroad on a large scale
the total debt service burden on existing and new loans is unlikely to rise
in the foreseeable future, particularly as a large share of the new loans -
Development Bonds and bilateral aid - will be obtained on concessional terms.
Israel therefore anpears to be creditworthy for additional borrowing on con-
ventional terms.





T PART RMANnMTP '9V_VT11PNT

1. Since the establishment of the State, Israel's economy has been
g~rwi,ng at _- fast rat. W.vre I nrO .a I r%- reia n GNP .exade at

age of 10 percent a year while,per capita production increased by about 5
percent. The min MtAmUlus for this remarkauLe groWLh perLUUanc Ws a
rapidly expanding population 1/ -- swelled by a continuous flow of immigrants--
for _uhiufoo, housing, consumer goods, pubic serviews as we" as employment
had to be provided. The two chief factors that made possible these achieve-
ments were a broad u u well-educasted and energetic people who proved aDle
to overcome the difficulties of economic development with great ingenuity; and
a relatively large and sustained inflow of foreign capital originating pri-
marily from private donations of American Jews and from reparation payments
Vy UemMy. Israel's economic miracle would nave Deen Impossible ir one of
these two growth factors -- human skill and foreign capital -- had been lacking.

2. In more technical terms, the high growth rate of,GNP was approxi-
mately equally attributable to.increases of the labor force, an expanding
capital stock and improvements in factor productivity, i.e. the efficiency
with which labor and capital were used. Between 1950 and 1965, a period for
which these growth factors have been identified in a recent study, 2/ the
labor force grew at some 5 percent a year while the capital stock expanded
at an average of 13 percent. Gains in total factor-productivity averaged 3
to 4 percent a year although they have somewhat declined in the latter part
of the period. However, this trend is not detectable within the commodity
producing sectors -- industry and agriculture -- indicating that efficiency
gains have maintained their momentum as the sophistication of production proc-
esses has increased.

3. Israel's past economic growth is all the more remarkable as it was
achieved against considerable odds such as a conspicuous scarcity of natural
resources, the limitations of a small domestic market, and the impossibility
of establishing trade relationships with neighboring countries. As a result
of these obstacles and of various political, social and security considera-
tions, the available resources were not always efficiently allocated which led
to the establishment of a number of high-cost industries both in agriculture
and manufacturing. Yet, given the fact that the Government was under great
pressure to expand the economy as quickly as possible in order to absorb the
large inflow of immigrants, the promotion of some investments with low eco-
nomic returns was probably unavoidable.

4. Following the rapid economic expansion in the last two decades,
Israel's per capita income has now reached a level comparable to that of the
major industrialized countries in Europe. In 1968, GNP per person amounted

I/ A brief analysis of population trends in Israel is given in the Appendix
on Population and Immigration.

2/ A. C. Gaathon, "Economic Productivity in Israel", unpublished manuscript.
See also Tabn 10 in StatiatinAl An-nandiy.
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to annroximately IL 5,000 or US$ 1,420 at the official rate of exchange. As
the consumption rate has been traditionally high reaching some 95 percent of
NP in the last two years. this places the Israelis among the well-to-do

people in the world, even if one considers that military spending is heavy
ana that many consumer roads are still relatively expensive. Yet. the high

level of economic activity and consumption is kept alive to a considerable
extent hv the lsa and continuous inflow of foreian canital nrovided mostlV

at concessional terms. Without these external resources which augment the
countre's for&i&n Pxnhanae earninis by about one-half. Israel's economin life

would be severely weakened and production, investment and consumption would
fall dvrntienlv.

5; The heavy dependenea on foragn resources does not- however reflect

an insufficient export drive. On the contrary, Israel has been very success-
f170 Aivinn the nast in int-resmina its nun fnrPian exohnnae earninam Rotwaan

1950 and 1968, exports of goods and services have risen from $45 million to
$1,200 mlllon or at a compond rate of 20 percent a yar. Rnt the rn -A or.v-

pansion of GNP during the same period led to a parallel growth of imports
.w.Lc ,. Pn. 4r2o -4114nt +4n t1 RtlA m4llien ^v- at an+ 10 nownan+ nor

annum. Thus, even though the country's reliance on foreign capital inflows
,ad Q.naar A 4. -e.l-+ 4 w. fama +7Ho nhanlie amnin+ efP -hn art_%n1 iarnan n..+4

A.f & %~~ - -- - - -- - - - __ _ - -I_ -

ued to rise and Israel still has a long way to go to become self-supporting.

the foreign resources required to finance the persistent import gap. However,
as this gap rose ir. absolute tern, the authrities bucwa iurweingly con-

cerned about a possible shortfall in the supply of foreign funds which would
prevent the continuation of fast economic growth at full employment.

0. The first signs Uat sucu a stuuaton wa apprVacUag appeared ia 4ne

mid-1960's. Up to that time net foreign capital inflows were sufficient not
only to *inance Israells current account deficit but also to permit the
accumulazion of substantial foreign exchange reserves. By 1964, however, the
external deficit on current account had risen to a record level of $573 mil-
lion, compared to an average of $330 million during 1958/60. As a continua-
tion of past trends would have led to even higher deficits, for which foreign
financing was not assured, the Government became concerned about the possi-
bility of large-scale losses in exchange reserves. Accordingly, it decided
to take steps that would bring the import gap down to more manageable propor-
tions. In line with this new policy, the expansion of public spending was
restrained and stricter monetary controls were imposed in order to slow down
the overall rate of growt an4 the demand for imports. At the same time,
additional export incentives were given so as to increase the price competi-
tiveness of locally manufactured products in the world markets.
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Table A: Chief Economic Indicators

Average
1950/65 1966 1967 1968

Annual rise of GNP (percent) 11 1 1 14

Attributable to:

Labor input 3 1/2
Capital input 4
Productivity gains 3 1/2

Rise in consumer nrice index
(percent) 11 8 2 2

Public sector account 1965 19 6 1967
MT billion)

Rovannu 3.48 4.07 4.o5
Expenditure 4.85 5.80 6.93
neficit -1-17 -1-71 -2.88

Foreign financing .99 .82 1.52
nomestic fiancing. - A o01 1 4A

Balance of payments 10 10h 1097 108

($ million)

Exports 210 350 541 685

Trade deficit -232 -453 -209 -380
AT J J t. 2-1 Ac -1 13 0,

Current account deficit -337 -573 -449 -600
Unilaterad transferu11 35 53a3

($ million; end of year) 270 643 949 850

7. The change in development strategy coincided with a general decline
o- econ.LomcJL ..a ctidity wA k.ch s triggeredbuy a -l_A,u 4n 'ne4 m +w

tion partly due to a drop in immigration, and which quickly spread to other
sectors as no counter-cyclical measures were taken uy tblea
growth rate of GNP fell from aq average of 10 percent during 1960/64 to 8
percent in 1965 and only 1 percent in 166. in the frst half of 1Y, w"Wn
the recession had reached its trough, national output even declined in absolute
terms. Over the same period, gross capital formation shrank by some 4U per
cent while unemployment rose to about 10 percent of the labor force.

8. In the course of the recession, the import surplus of goods and
services dropped from $573 million in 1964 to $449 million in 1967. The im-
provement of the trade balance was more striking as the trade deficit fell
from $454 million to $209 million over these years. To some extent, this
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change in the external accounts was due to a general decline of imports,

especially investment goods and raw materials. Exports continued to rise

primarily because of previous investments in new export 
ventures while the

weakening of domestic demand apparently had little effect since at the given

cost structure and owing to limitations in the variety and quality of output,

local production could not easily be diverted from domestic to foreign markets.

9. Eventually, economic decline and mounting unemployment could no

longer be tolerated by the Government. Late in 1966 and again early in i96,

monetary restrictions were relaxed and steps were taken to increase public

investment. The most important change occurred, however, during the second

quarter of 1967, when the Government's military expenditures rose sharply

under the impact of the Middle Eastern crisis. The rising level of public

spending supplemented a recovery which had already begun 
in certain indus-

trial branches while in others it led to a direct growth of output. 
Construc-

tion and transport also picked up, and the economy entered a new 
phase of ex-

pansion. Other factors which supported the rise in economic activity were

a revival of immigration and private investment stimulated by growing 
confi-

dence in the country's political and economic future. GNP, which in the first

half of 1967 was about 4 percent lower than during the same period of 1966,
recovered strongly during the second half of 1967 and rose by approximately

14 nercent in 1968. Total investment expanded quickly while unemployment

dropped sharply in the course of last year.

10. As the economic upswing gained momentum, imports rose fast and the

trade gap widened despite the continuing expansion of exports. At the same

time, there was a sharp increase in the deficit of service payments, 
reflect-

ina in larae nart higher purchases of military equipment. Consequently, the

current account deficit widened to $600 million in 1968, compared to 
an aver-

age of $4h7 million in the two preceding years. Yet, the higher deficit was

financed temporarily without difficulties as unilateral transfers 
almost

ablhed in the wake of the 1967 war with the Arab States. Foreign reserves

went up considerably since the middle of that year although they 
started to

declineA-ring the Recond half of 1968.

Ao +6%m Ynanniv normease in nublic spending was not matched by a

similar rise in revenue, the deficit in the public sector assumed very large

p-roprtions. Yet, despite the mounting pressure on available resources

originating from these deficits, internal prices have so far been remarkably

stale. Dr.ing 17, the consumer price Index ros by only 1.6 nercent while

wholesale prices showed even lesser increases. In 1968, the rise in prices
av er ag m2o perc+nt. .v4-n aability is nartly the result

of a higher liquidity preference of the public caused by the 1967 war and the

slowdown of.. ecoomi actv %t durng the recession. in alddition- the exist-
slowdown of economic ac.1iv R., A4 t= he ---- --------3__

ence of large-scale unemployment and unused production capacity had a dampen-.s --IeP----. .- 1 l- . .+411 m n < m n l

ing effect on prices. UnemploymeU, fUor. m' ws stl consIderaly

higher in the second half of 1968 than in 1965 when economic growth started

to decline. Equally important, however, was the fact that the Government in

cooperation with the trade unions and employers adopted an incomes policy'

which led to a virtual freeze of basic wages and salaries since early 96*

This policy of price and vage restraint is a complete break with 
Israel's

past development pattern which was characterized by strong InflaIona
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pressure and a fast moving price-wage spiral. However, the present balance
is rather precarious mainly because the restraint on wages and salaries is
not being matched by equal efforts to contain public sector deficits. There
are already indications that these deficits will create,excessive demand on
the country's resources and that it will be difficult t maintain relative
price stability in a fast growing economy without increasing the public
savings effort.

12. The experience of the 1966/67 recession has convinced the Israeli
Government that economic stagnation is too high a price for a reduction in
the country's external gap. Moreover, it has shown:that a deliberate effort
to contain effective domestic demand does not automatically lead to a cor-
responding shift of locally produced goods from domestic to foreign markets,
at least not in the short-run. Given this structur4l weakness in Israel's
economy, the Government has therefore decided to maie a determined effort in
modernizing existing production facilities and building up new viable export
industries. Such an export-oriented growth policy would permit the country,
to maintain a fast rate of ecouomic expansion which in the longer run will
lead to a greater degree of economic independence at a high level of exports,
income and employment. Its success hinges largely on the Government's will-
ingness and ability to continue its export drive, to maintain relative price
stability, to further liberalize imports, and to supplement private initiative
with a well-designed public investment program. In addition it will require
considerable foreign capital inflows as long as the codntryls own resources
are insufficient to meet the growing investment needs.
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II. DEVELOPMENT OF MAiOR SECTORS

Agriculture

13. Agricultural policy in Israel has been strongly influenced by the
need to achieve and maintain a certain minimum of autarky in domestic food
supply while for political reasons great emphasis was given to establishing
Jewish settlements in rural areas throughout the country. Particularly dur-
ing the early years of the State, the promotion of agricultural settlement
through large-scale investments, training programs and marketing assistance
was a prime policy objective of the Government, which wanted to overcome an
acute food shortage, and to populate the areas occupied during the War of
Independence. In the course of implementing this policy, the agricultural
sector reached a high degree of technical sophistication. Present production
methods are generally capital intensive and yields per unit of land or live-
stock are among the highest in the world. Other factors which made these
achievements possible, were the good educational background of many settlers,their pioneering spirit and the predominance of relatively large collective
or cooperative farming units -- Kibbutzim and Moshavim -- which facilitated
the use of mechanical equipment.

1i4 . To a considerable extent, the intensive cultivation pattern has
been enforced by severe limitations in natural resources. As large parts of
the country are arid and semi-arid, a shortage of water has restricted the
area of land suitable for agricultural production. With natural precipita-
tion often too low even for extensive dry-farming, irrigation increasingly
was required. At present the dry-farming areas cover about three-fifths of
the total agricultural lard, but they contribute only a small fraction to the
whole agricultural output. The provision of irrigation water has been e-
pensive, and costs of supplying additional water are becoming almost prohibi-
tive. Increasing emphasis is therefore given to raising irrigation efficiency
through the introduction of new watersaving techniques.

15. Between 1949 and 1959, agricultural production expanded at an aver-
age rate of 14 percent a year or well above that of GNP. In the 1960's, the
growth rate slowed down to about 6 percent a year, falling behind the aver-
age growth rate of the economy. At present, agriculture =ccounts for about
7 percent of GNP, 12 percent of employment, and 17 percent of the country's
exports. The slower growth of output in recent years was mainly the result
of a saturation of domestic food markets which had suffered from acute supply
shortages during most of the 1950's. Local demand for foodstuffs also grew
less rapidly in the 1960's due to the slower increase in population and the
declining food share in total consumption. Another limiting factor was the
high cost of developing additional sources of water. As labor productivity
continued to grow at a high rate, employment in agriculture actually declined
slightly in recent years.



Table B: Agricultural indicators

Annual Growth Rates

1967 199/59 9__59_/__

Agricultural production (IL million) 1,610 14 6
Crops 942 12 T
Livestock 668 17 5

Purchased inputs (IL million) 572

Agricultural subsidies (IL million) 156

Employment (1,000) 110 8 -1

Cultivated area (1,000 ha) 417 10 0
Irrigated 162 15 4
Dry farming 255 9 -2

Water consumption (million cu. meter) 1,220 18 3

Exports (US$ million) 109 12 8
Citrus 86 10 8
Other 23 30 8

16. Due to the limitations of small domestic markets and to adverse na-

tural conditions, the gains in output could often be made only at the price of
hiah nroductinn costs. This is narticularly true for livestock products -
mainly poultry and dairy - which are sold almost exclusively for local con-

mnntion and which aonunt. for about two-fifths of total agricultural output.

Production units are often too small to be efficient, while scarcity of do-
mestic fea sunly has "iamA tha ,nta nf innut. With the saturation of
local markets at prevailing support prices, output control became the main
wrnhlam In tha h.naha nine-a technological im-rovements and the lack of

alternative sources of income for many farmers created a ptoduction potential
fen in ecessa nf dmestic dmand The rovernment has attempted to export some

of the surpluses, but low profitability has restricted the scope for such
exports.

17. Cona 4+ 4tns are Sim41"a f?^r a numrha of crons such as locally consumed

fruits and vegetables for which marketing of additional quantities has become
Ad4fult - 4Profitability to growers in maintainpA through nrotection from
foreign competition and strict marketing control within the country. Field
cropse have expanded slow 4nrecent yenw hdaeina laow j AARR MlV was
needed for more intensive cultivation. The output of grains has actually de-
cli e4--11 .2,l- ____ J-A-e.&_.r_? 4-1-c- -ae n ^"A "11+0 onA8 W10 W haclined .L OVULC LUInUstrL.G crops0 - tobacco, groun-nuts, adsgrbe
have remained stagnant. Only cotton production continued to expand rapidly
although the absolute value V. ofL. thisv cro Is%ftlAl sal

18. in order to maintain a desirable Level o outu, the oernmen
had to support local production through import protection and subsidies. The

amount of direct subsidies paid out of public funds in rCU years reached
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some IL 150 million, representing more than one-third of the farmers' net
income. With rising income expedtations and a slowly expanding domestic
demand, these transfers are placing a growing burden on the economy. Given
this situation, the Government is now aiming to shift agricultural production
increasingly to lines where Israel has a comparative advantage. Accordingly,
greater resources are now being allocated to promoting export crops at the
expense of sub-marginal production for local markets. Over the next four to
five years, agricultural exports are planned to increase by more than half,
raising their share in total agricultural output from 23 percent in 1966/67
to about 30 percent in 1972/73. The average growth rate of exports would
thus reach some 9 percent a year compared to an annual growth rate for
locally consumed products of less than 2 percent.

19. Approximately half of the additional exports are expected to come
from citrus fruits which at present account for about three-quarters of all
agricultural exports. During the first half of the 1960's, citrus produc-
tion expanded fairly rapidly, and plantations now cover about one-third of
the irrigated area. However, despite very high and increasing productivity
as a result of efficient cultivation and marketing techniques, the profit-
ability of the citrus industry is showing signs of declining. In addition.
there is growing apprehension of a possible fall in export prices due to in-
creasing world supply and to higher import levies imoosed by the European
Economic Community. New plantings have therefore been reduced in recent
years, and production is expected to grow slower in the future. Given the
high quality of Israel's citrus, marketing the larger crops will not be too
difficult, though export prices may well come under pressure in the next few
years due to the reasons mentioned above.

20. Exports of other agricultural products - mainly vegetables, flowers
and various subtropical fruits - are becomina increasingly important. Taph-
nological advances have been made in these products through improved varieties,
mechanization. and the introduction of vegetable and flower arowina under
plastic covers and in hot houses. The latter techniques, together with
Israel's mild climate, permit the production of hih-value enps diiring the
winter months when prices in Europe are high, and no restrictions are applied
to imnorts into the Common Market. ONven the affnrta preantly hbei moan

by the authorities and marketing organizations to expand the production and
marketina of such oroas it can he prna&tea that outofoaann expors of
roses, strawberries, carrots, melons, avocado and some other varieties will
nny veryr ranidly in the near futira

21. TPhe difficultis in reachingr the tWnrget.o for. agiult"a exprt

are formidable. It will require careful planning of production, organization,
.ar.

1 A4 , nd +ranporte..ti T+ - 411 -1- ._11 o newket 'A WCL_L:3 v t"J Ur UVu5S.ucrab.le li in-
vestments in the export-oriented branches. But past experience has shown that
tuw e6grict"tural sector is quite abule 1 dapting 15sel1 LO new conditions,

ad that it can count on the efficient support of various government agencies
which provide eaucational acilities, extension workers, planning services
and marketing organizations.
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Manafacturing and Miding

22. From 1950 to 1968 industrial output rose at an average rate.of over
10 percent while its share in GNP amounted to 27 percent in the latter year.
As in other sectors of the economy, growth has been made possible to a large
extent by the expanding inputs of labor and capital, industrial employment
having risen at an average annual rate of 5 percent and capital stock at
about 6 percent. These factors alone are insufficient to explain the indus-
trii.l growth rate, however, and total factor productivity appears to have
gro'rn at about 4 percent a year. 1/ More recently, industrial production
and employment were severely affected by the recession, and output actually
declined in 1967. But during 1968 the sector recovered strongly in response
to rising demand generated mainly by increased public spending; tentative
estimates indicate that industrial production and employment grew by 28 per-
cent and 8 percent, respectively.

Table C: Indicators of .Industrial Development

1/ Annual ,Percentage Changes
19681 1950/68 1965 1966 1967 1968

Tndustrial nroduction (IL million) 8-500 10 10 1 -3 28

mplorment (thnusanal 226 5 2 -2 -5 8

O)Utpu,t per wo-rkera (TL thnimind 3 '75 -9 3

Ou-pifal stock (TL millinn) 4-8oo 6 0 6 1 4

E Xp orta m- 11 n '98P 20 11 1A9 4 16
Diamonds 235 18 12 25 -4 22
O+her 3h7 91 1) 11 R 4A

in the final processing of imported semi-finished products and the production
O-s k_Vi goods for domestic .4n'. cnJO,-+A- By 104 when the las+ adne
trial census was made, intermediate goods constituted almost half of total
In.Z _-J_1 ---..A - M n dh l . Ta T 4t-A-n 4 is 4411 -e-, muc),

dependent on imports for its current production needs and investment require-
ments. FoUU proUesing au te.,.UULe s are teAlarg est Anutoral baneus.U
together representing close to one-third of industrial employment and output.
Wood products, paper aud printinu account U- UnL1n.r L5 Y= %zA w&AL= ue

share of transport equipment, metal products, machiuery and electrical equip-
ment is aoout 20 percen'. ±nc runing branches unue comwunan, ruber,
plastic products, minerals (together 23 percent) and a number of miscellan-
eous items. Some of the latter industries - in particular chemicals, rubber,

1/ See Table 10 in Statistical Appendix.
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plastics and some minerals - have been expanding rapidly in recent years.

However, as most of these branches are capital intensive their effect on in-
dustrial employment was only small.

24. Over the years, industrial exports have grown at a rate twice as
high as that of industrial production, approximately doubling every four
years. In the 1960's the percentage increase has slowed down to an average
of 15 percent a year; but in absolute terms industrial exports expanded
much faster than in the 1950's. At present, close to one-fourth of Israel's
industrial products is exported, representing an estimated value of US$ 582
million in 1968. The net contribution of industry.to the country's foreign
exchange earnings is, however, much less since the average imports component
of exports is more than one-half. In the case of diamonds which are by far
the most important industrial export, the import content is as high as 70 to
80 percent. Other important exports are textiles and clothing, food products,
basic chemicals and minerals; but exports of more sophisticated goods such
as machinery, electrical or transport equipment are still small.

25. The physical achievements of Israel's industrial development should
be viewed in the light of the country's limited natural resources and the
size of its domestic market, which, although expanding fast, is still rela-
tively small. The presence of these constraints has meant that industrial
development could proceed at a rapid pace only with substantial government
support, which, to an extent varying with the manufacturing activity in-
volved, has created articifial incentives for production, sometimes at con-
siderable economic cost. The market for local manufacturers has been highly
protected, at first by means of quantitative import restrictions and, follow-
ing the 1962 devaluation, primarily by tariffs. At the beginning of 1968,
tariff protection of at least 50 percent was given to two-thirds of total
industrial output exposed to foreign competition. One-third of these enjoyed
more than 100 percent protection. Government support has encouraged indus-
trial investment throuah Development Budget loans and a variety of tax incen-
tives, in certain instances primarily to provide employment opportunities or
to develon remote areas resulting in some uneconomic or marginally viable

undertakings. Exports have received direct government subsidies and indirect
aift"nP in thp form of reductions in raw materials eAta or favorKb1a
terms on loans to meet operating and investment requirements.

26. The limited domestic market has influenced the size of industrial
enternrises Although there were 7OO enterrIss emninving 50 or more

persons in 1965, these represented only 4 percent of the number of firms
classfied as"lndnetrial" Seventy-aix nercent of the ub of n h

ments erIployed less than 10 persons, accounting for 22 percent of total in-
Aiu+v4al emloyment Tn c"4+a ^f +Ih& lamm nilmb-ha eP amall uyini+(2 w,AA+4-

in many fields is quite concentrated, particularly in those requiring heavy
nap 4

tal 4mentan+ T- eama nn1 4m+an a hwomahae nw+4 nla 1w mim-a

chemicals, transport and defense equipment, the Government has establishe4 its
ownU enterpl-s.L

* 1 tru tur of UI sre ' indl-str cs"L Scu-_ I~UL.LLA - .I-- 1- .21J±~L~

by the social and institutional environment. The federated labor movement

(nistadrut), for instance, walen reprebenCs tUree-quarters 01 the pivilian
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work force, has played a significant role in determining industrial wages and

working conditions. Furthermore it is operating a considerable number of

industrial plants, employing about 15 percent of,all industrial workers.

Somi of these enterprises are expected primarily to provide training and

employment or to establish new industries, whereas maximization 
of economic

return is considered a subsidiary objective. However, the majority of all

factories representing about 76 percent of total employment, are classified

as private enterprises. Public ownership accounts for only about 9 percent

of employment and output in the sector. Through financial and administrative

support the Government has, however, played a much larger role in allocating

resources to industrial investment and in orienting industrial activity than

is indicated by data on ownership.

28. Past industrial development was primarily directed towards the

domestic market. As the country has become virtually self-sufficient in

most consumer articles and various intermediate goods further opportunities

for replacing imports in these fields are limited. Although possibilities

remain of replacing imports of machinery and equipment, economic production

of such goods depends on a market considerably larger than the domestic 
one.

The future develonment of Israel's industry will therefore have to rely on

growth in domestic demand for those products already manufactured locally,

and more signifirant1v at the margin. on the development of exports. In

physical terms output of items related to dekense will also contribute 
to

gwth, but n-i enninal &conomic benefits to be derived from the defense

sector will be in the spillover of research and the improvement of technology.

The cos+ of +hese ban'fit will in all probability be high.

on. The fundamental pnblem facing Israel's industry is high production

costs relative to those prevailing in international markets. The authorities

are aware of this difficult-u and have taken stens to rationalize the exist-

ing structure and increase the competitiveness of the industrial sector. 
For

instance, the overnment's eefforts to lerali comnetitive imports gained

new momentum in October 1968 when tariffs on all products for which adminis-
tradve protectio.ad been alminated, wre reduced by 15 percent. A fur-

ther reduction in import duties took place in January, 1969. Although the

level of protection remaIns high the anaal rAduntion of tariffs is a sign-

nificant step in the right direction. Other measures are attempts to equalize
export codtions, a to promote merwae nuiinq the naRt- a number of in-

dustries such as textiles have received special export subsidies which in the
longer runserio t4+-+4^ a 4v% +ha allwatinn of ragources. Recog-

nizing that continuation of these incentives is not economic, the authorities

have now decided to reduce sme of the p,referential payments during 1969.

The merger of certain enterprises is to be encouraged through tax regulations.

This policy will be applied on the one hand to enterprises already havIng

substantial market power but able to benefit from shared administrative 
and

development expenses, and on the other -to small enterprises wi-h in gnera1

could benefit from economies of scale.

30. In addition to the rationalization of domestic industry expected to

be achieved through increased exposure to international competition, 
direct

and indirect measures have been taken to encourage a greater degree of export
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orientation. General incentive payments, considered by the Israeli authori-

ties as refunds of indirect taxes, are paid on exported products at rates

ranging from 7 to 15 percent per dollar of added value. "Approved enter-
prise" status is granted to new firms which export at least half of their
output or to existing enterprises which expand by 50 percent and undertake

to export at least half of the additional output. Approval entitles an en-
terprise to substantial tax reductions as well as access to government loans

and grants, which may together total as much as 80 percent of the proposed

investments. Government support is also being given to export companies and

organizations through the allocation of grants and the provision of technical
and administrative services. Organizations for exports to particular coun-

tries or regions have been established. In April 1968 a series of feetingh
were held in Israel with foreign investors who had been invited by the Gov-

ernment to advise and assist in modernizing the economy. As a result of this

International Economic Conference the Israel Corporation Ltd. was established

which will finance export-oriented projects in industry and other sectors,

and provide managerial services.

31. There are indications that some manufacturers are beginning to

move into new export lines and to undertake investment programs designed to

increase their efficiency in response to the new incentives and in the face
of the anticipated increase in competition. Examples are the manufacture of
telephone exchanges, and the application of advanced technology in food proc-

essing and textiles. Moveover, a considerable effort is being made in some
lines of activity to form associations with foreign firms and to develop
specialized marketing outlets abroad. However, the large structural shift

in orientation envisaged by Israeli officials has yet to take place.

32. Israel's known mineral resources are not very rich. They consist
mainly of potash extracted from the Dead Sea, and phosphate and copper

deposits located in the Negev desert. Almost all minerals are exported
directly. earning some US$ 30 million in 1968. The capacity of the Dead Sea
Works, financed partly by an IBRD loan, is about 600,000 tons of potash a
year. The Timna CoDer Mines can Droduce the equivalent of 11.000 tons of
pure copper, while Negev Phosphates has a capacity of some 800,000 tons of
nhnnhate rock. A chemicals plant in Haifa. which manufactures fertilizer
and other chemicals, is affiliated with Negev Phosphates through a parent
enmnnany and an indAnAndAnt institute under Israel Minina Industries conducts

research on inorganic and organic chemicals with supporting services for
a-l4e and devalonment wArk,

of copper profitable, investments to offset Israel's hig# unit transport costs
for Lh mdIum teo qual4+y phhae ore hLW=%en+ UaWned cofefetaiwre-

turns. The Dead Sea Works has encountered financial difficulties, princi-

PaL.Ly all a resuLt.L of the unanticipatedL devlopen of "C&kAda depoUtsAn
a declliie in the international price of potash from around $30 to $22 per
ton. Since the June war the Loss of Eastern Eurupn Acukts hUS Mls affcu-
ted minerals exports. Faced with these circurstances Israel's strqtegy for
the further development of minerals is directed at increasing the yalue Of
phosphate resources through further processing and greater utilization of
phosphate products in an expanded domestic chemicals and fertilizei industry.
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An expansion of the capacity of the Dead Sea Works is also under way to lower
unit costs as well ag to permit the production of other chemical products,
including bromine and soda ash. Moreover, the Government intends to consoli-

date the country's minerals and chemicals industries to coordinate their
dev6lopment plans and integrate their operations.

Other Sectors

34. Growth in the production and sale of electric power by the Israel

Electric Corporation (IEC) which accounts,for about three quarters of total

electricity generation, has exceeded overall economic trends. During the

18 year period ending in 1968 electricity consumption rose at an annual aver-
age rate of 14 percent. Installed capacity of the IEC climbed from 100 1W in

1950 to over 1,000 MW in 1968, and about 10,000 km in high voltage transmission

and distribution lines was added to transport capacity. In 1965 and 1966 the
system load factor was in the order of 70 percent, one of the highest in the

world. The average price for electricity is less than 2 US cents per kwh,
ranging from about 1 cent for industrial and irrigation use to over 3 cents

for commercial and public use.,

35. Investment in aenerating facilities -- to date all powered by fuel --
has run to progressively larger units. In the 1950's and early 1960's units

ranzinz from 20 MW to 75 MW were installed. In 1966 and 1967 two units of

114 MW each were put into operation, and work is now going forward on two
units of 214 NW each. which are expected to go on line in 1970 and 1971. The

average investment cost per kilowatt of the new facilities is about $130, or
annroximatrlv tO million ner nlant. New capacity to be installed in 1973/74

and thereafter is likely to be based on units of 300 MW, and some considera-
tin ins being given to eve" lAreAr nlants. At nresent it does not appear that
it would be economic to utilize nuclear power for the sole purpose of power
pro^io+4%n heer, ino4APrtinn ia mtill heina riven to the nossibility of
building dual purpose nuclear stations for the generation of electricity and

the dealinotion of ann untere

Ihe Tue ana 4t afewmath have had a mainr imnnat on tourism

and its prospects for the future. The immediate effect of the war was a drop
in tourist visits during the second and third quarters of 1QA7 whi 1h WAs not

offset by the recovery that occurred in the last three months of the year.
Foreign exh---e receipts f11 by $7 m4114n Por 107 as a whola while niahts

spent declined by some 300,000. In 1968 there was a dramatic increase in
tourist activity in 'Lre at de, oretr to th 4ilusion of E.ast jeru.i

salem in Israel's tourist trade. Foreign exchange receipts and tour",st nights

spent~. ar both. preisone" ~.LJ -44-- 4s.- 1- -- aa Krnhi Oranh

over their 1966 levels.

37. For the next few years tourist entries are projected by the authori-
ties to rise at an annual rate of 15 perceut. The aveapg numer of n4 gh
spent in Israel per foreign tourist is expected to increase somewhat, but
expenditure per tourist is projected to decliue as a rsult of less 4mpss

on luxury facilities and an increase in religious pilgrimages. On balance

foreign exchange receipts could be expected to grow a aout t= same rats
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tourist entries. This prospect assumes no major hostilities in the area and
could be revised upward in the event of a peace settlement.

38. Investment in hotels was running at about IL 18 million per year

in the four years ending in 1966, mainly for expansions. In 1967 investment
rose to IL 26 million and is expected to be in the order of IL 40 million in
1969. Towards the end of 1968 there were about 6000 rooms available in the
principal tourist centers of Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, which making provision
for domestic tourists and assuming average stays by foreign tourists of 6
nights in both centers combined, would provide enough capacity for 450,000
tourists. As about 400,000 tourists entered Israel in 1968, it is evident
that occupancy ratios have been high. Throughout Israel 1100 new rooms are
expected to be completed in 1969, and 1300 rooms are planned for 1970. The
expected growth in tourism could, therefore, be limited on the supply tide
unless additional capacity is installed.

39. The transport and communications sector of the economy has increased
its product since 1950 at an annual rate of about 12 percent -- somewhat more
rapidly than that of the economy as a whole. There have been substantial in-
vestments in this field; moreover, the investment rate has been rising over

time to nearly 30 percent of gross capital formation in the late 1960's.
Over the years, the composition of such investments has changed significantly.
In the early 1950's, a very large proportion went into overland transportation
improvements, especially the interurban road network and links to new set,
tlements. In the late 1950's, considerable outlays were made in shipping and
aviation, and the oil Dipeline from Eilat was laid. During the 1960's there has
been an upsurge in the number of.vehicles, which has led in turn to renewed
pressures on the road network, while the shipping and aviation industries have
continued to grow rapidly. Railroads, owned and operated at a deficit by the
aovernment- have been relativelv insiznificant. carrvina in recent years only
some 20 percent of freight traffic and 4 percent of passenger traffic.

40. At present, there do not appear to be any critical bottlenecks,
altho,h major invoofman+Q Arp anntPmn1nt^a fn aon1 with thia arnwinff n"Khlama

of congestion both at the principal airport and on the roads -- especially in
the Tel Aviv area. Work is -rmcn- on a lar 1 oil p+pel+nehe

Gulf of-Aqaba to the Mediterranean. The first stage of this project was
esti-atedA at $6-0 million and is expected to bDe copetd 1099. Thec- sn
of the Suez Canal has already provided a stimulus to the growth of Israeli

of an Eilat-Ashdod "land bridge" which could make Israel a major container

towards implementing such a project are contemplated, Investments in railroads
over the next five years are planruu at a vclmbs level of LouU L4 mLUXXn

annually, with substantial traffic increases expected only in the haulage of
mineral and chemical products.

'41. Mucn more firm are hne expansion plan U tne aviakion anu sIpping

lines, both of which reported respectable profits during the last year. The
merchant marine, which now carries about half of the country's foreign trade,
aims to maintain this share through increasing its gross tonnage by about 60
percent over the next four years. Investment outlays for ports and shipping
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over the next five years are planned at over t 500 millon. 1aplay grow-

ing tourist traffic is expected to double within five years this year's total

of a million passengers at Lod International Airport. A development scheme

for Lod projected at IL 160 million is now underway, and new aircraft have
already been ordered. Investments in air transport are expected to exceed

IL 400 million during the next five years. Meanwhile, the number of vehicles

on Israeli roads is risihg fast, requiring major investments in both urban

and intercity roads. Such investments could average more than IL 150 million

over the next several years. In all -- including vehicles, other infrastruc-

ture and communications -- investment outlays are now projected by Israeli

officials at the rate of some IL 750 million ($210 million) per year.

42. When the State of Israel was established, it had the benefit of a

very large proportion of people with secondary and higher education, relative

both to other countries and to the amount of tangible assets and output of

the country. In the early years of the State, the average educational level

declined considerably, mainly due to the composition of immigration in tose

years. An immediate consequence was a widening of income diffentials attrib-

utable to skill and education, a problem which persists to the present time.

From the mid-1960's.'the average level of formal education of the Israeli

population remained approximately constant, although school attendance at

every level rose substantially at all levels.

43. Education continues to receive high priority among the sectors com-

peting for Israeli resources. Between 1964 and 1968 expenditure on education

hauR risen from 6.9 nercent of GNP to about 8 percent. The challenges of so-

cial absorption and national integration of the immigrants have been paramount,

but concern for coordInAting mannower sunnlies and demands has not been absent.

While educational planning in Israel is still quite informal and uncoordinated,
++aw Pn.=mn nh ahaonral rpadinpRn to reanond to felt or fore-tere does appear to be both a genera- en~t enndt eto oe

seen needs, and a broad consensus concerning the long-run economic implica-

tions of developments in education- Tmmediate neA are being felt in the

fields of higher education in technical and science subjects, secondary educa-

ton in many places, and in institutions to meet the shortages in middle-level

technicians and administrators.
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!I!. DOMESTIC FINANCE

44. The share of Israel's domestic resources ploughed back for future
development has been relatively low.-*An indicator of this is given by the
national savings rate, i.e. the ratio between gross national savings and GNP,
which was in the order of 11 to 14 percent during the first half of the 1960's.
Considering the country's high per capita income such a savings rate appears
rather disappointing. Even more significant, however, is the fact that in
the course of the 1966/67 recession the savings rate dropped drastically to
only 4 percent in the latter year, and that it was probably not much higher in
1968 when the economy recovered from the earlier setback. Although during
most years the inadequate domestic savings effort has been offset by large
foreign capital inflow, the present low level of domestic savings is a poten-
tial source for inflationary pressure, and through restraining investment may
well become a major bottleneck for future economic growth.

Table D: National Savings Rates
(as percentages of GNP)

Gross National Private Sector Public Sector
Years Savings Savings Savings

1960 13 15 - 2
1961 14 15 - 1
1962 11 14 - 3
1963 12 14 - 2
1964 14 14 0
1965 14 15 - 1
1966 10 13 - 3
1967 4 14 -10
1968 6 16 -lo

45. The sharp decline in national savings was exclusively due to a
deterioration of public savings. In fact, savings of the public sector 1/
have been negative during most years since the establishmant of thp State
even though current deficits remained fairly small in the first half of the
1960's. More recently however- these dPfiCits have Vand Qni^klyr ach4-

1/ Besides the conventional authorities of central government and municipali-
ties the public sector includes the National Institutions -- Jewish Agenoy,
Jewish National Fund, Keren.Eaysod and World Zionist.Organization -- which
existed already before the i-stablishment of the State. Their main function
is to promote immigration aid land settlement and to provide various social
services in the fields of education, culture and health. Additional public
services ae financed by the Non-profit Institutions which, although Le-
gally private organizations, are de facto part of the public sector. IThe
three biggest units are the General Sick Fund, the Hebrew University and
the Histadrut (Federation of Labor).
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an amount of Ib 1.5 billion in 19b equal to 12 percent of GNP. / Plivate

sector savings, on the other hand, have been quite satisfactor. Although
the statistical evidence on such savings, whiph include savings of individuals

and private enterprises, is weak there are inlications that between 1962 and

1967 private savings have almost doubled in real terms, and that their share
in GNP reached some 13 to 15 percent. To a considerable extent, the rise in
private savings is the result of fast growing personal incomes. But it also

reflects the effort made by government authorities and the buiness seltor to

offer a wide range of institutional arrangements and incentives -- including
value linking of interest payments to offset erosion through inflation --
aimed at meeting the different needs and preferences of individual savers.

Public Finance

46. The recent deterioration in public savings performance has its

roots in a sharp increase of public consumption caused largely by the Govern-

ment's policy to reflate the economy, and by rising defense expenditures. As

public revenue did not keep pace with the rapid growth of public spending the
current deficit became very large. Table E. which presents the consolidated

accounts of all public entities, shows these developments. It also reveals
that public investment has hardly exDanded durina this period reflecting in

part the severe financial constraint on the public sector. To some extent
the riRinz overa11 deficit. which amounted to almost IL 3 billion in 1967,

could be financed from additional external resources made available to the
ountry through nnntributions from World Jewrv during and after the Six-Day

War. Thus, more than half of the total deficit has been -covered by foreign
ennad in that Iawr Riit the anmpqtin finannina cnmponent has been growing

even faster adding considerably to the internal liquidity of the economy.

47. During 1968, the financial position of the public sector did not
m * A ,,a.n^rl man 4n tav "mvkniia r-aianghA hr the Pynanninn of in-

come and production was offset to a large extent by further increases in
cnrrent snendin- At the same time- thp infin of foreirn funds which had

reached a peak in the previous year declined somewhat. The net claim on
domea+ 4  

"wed4+ mavhakta u therefor of the wsme anonitde aR in 1Q67 and

the strong expansionary forces generated by the public sector continued

the government budget, which reflects even more clearly the above-mentioned

financial problems associated with them. Between the fiscal years 1964/65
and 1967/o current government spending more than douAed, reac&&g a res

of over IL 4 billion in the latter year. By far the largest increase both in

absolute and relative terms, occurred in the defense budget which more than

tripled during that period. Non-defense expenditures rose at a somewhat

1/ This figure is taken from Table E which shows higher current deflicis for

the public sector than the national account data given in Table D and in

Table 8 of the Statistical Appendix. The discrepancy between these two

statistical sources could not be reconcied.
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slower rate altnougn tney atil expandea faster tnan uar or ttaux revcenue.

Particular emphasis was given to additional spending on education, health,

social welfare, and export subsidies.

Table E: Consolidated Public Sector Account, 1965-967
(Ib million)

1965 1966 1967-
Total Total Total Central Local Non-profit

Government Authori- Institutions
& National ties

Institutions

Current Revenue 3,478 4,065 4,048 3,030 428 590

Taxes 2,839 3,263 3,236 2,900 336 -
Other 639 802 812 130 92 590

Current Expenditure 3,621 4,497 5,572 4,495 454 623

Goods and services 2,843 3,435 4,249 2,968 455 826

Transfers V 778 1,062 1,323 1,150 150 23

Intrasector transfers - - - 377 -151 -226

Current Deficit - 143 - 432 -1,524 -1,465 - 26 - 33

Capital Expenditure 1,226 1,303 1,359 1,098 134 127

Goods and services 727 795 625 336 162 127

Net loans granted 499 508 734 734 - -

Intrasector transfers - - - 28 - 28 -

Overall Deficit -1,369 -1,735 -2,883 -2,563 -160 -160

Domestic financing 380 914 1,361 1,176-' 161 24

Foreign financing 989 821 1.522 1.387 - 1 136

Unilateral receipts 443 329 1,059 923 - 136

Net borrowing 5;46 40)2 461 464 -1 -

Source: Bank o*' Israel

a/ Includes subsidies and interest payments
c Include II -*e 218million uin dapiffll eenialre

c/ Includes IT. 218 million revaluation differential
;.I 1 -44 4-

El W01,11rickwu .
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49. The rise in defense spending accelerated sharply in 1967 as a
consequence of the war with the Arab States. It continued to grow fast in
1968, bringing,the total defense burden of the country to a record level of
approximately 20 percent of GNP, 1/ or almost half of total government spend-
ing. The increase of current non-defense expenditures, on the other hand',
slowed down as the financial constraint in the budget became more pronounced.
In 1968, they even declined although this had some technical reason as part
of the government outlays for education and welfare were temporarily taken
over by the.National Institutions, which in the wake of the 1967 crisis had
obtained unusually large contributions from abroad. Total current non-
military public spending thus continued to grow.

50. The development of government revenue has been less dynamic. In
fact, over the last five years the Government has taken virtually no steps to
raise the overall tax burden so that practically the whole increase in tax
revenue during this period merely reflected the growing national income.
The ratio between government revenue and GNP has changed very little since
1963/64. Although'it is close to 30 percent and thus seems to be high by
international standards, this may not be enough in view of the rapid expan-
sion in government spending. The present tax system places much emphasis on
direct.taxation while the burden of indirect taxes does not appear to be ex-
cessive, particularly if it is compared with some European or Latin American
countries. Under these circumstances it seems imperative for the Government
to demand additional sacrifices from the people through higher taxation if
public expenditures are not reduced and at the same time a minimum degree of
financial stability is to be maintained in the economy.

51. The lazzini tax effort in the fae of faRt arovina current snendin2
led to a situation in which government savings, which in 1963/64 had still
financed almnt two-fifths of government investment onmn1PtAlv dinannpard
and a large current deficit developed amounting to one-sixth of total current
anendiner 4n 1047/4A Thif n "7nhaaav0 M4"1 h n heAnifnl "ulefo

forcing,the-Government to postpone the implementation of a number of its de-
vlnnment. proecs As a rault, the nreant laI rf nannital Oar-nPnitu1-P is
probably not higher in real terms than it was five years ago.

52. The overall deficit in the government budget tripled between 1963/64
_A 1 0417/ 1 A Ur o tbe add+t1 ual g.- P411mA hwan jn^vboan 4n -P^as*n

financing which almost doubled during that period. But the bulk of the deficit
+4l1 had to be -4fnance A dmestically, Alverting a large and groing share of

private savings to the public sector. Especially disturbing is the rapid ex-
',J V~Al I .J VI ~ ~ U JL J V.. VAA4~.L WL.LI iL1I"cl , r a e th interna 1, A.I+yA

of the economy and confronts the monetary authorities with the difficult prob-
em~Z oJJ P ± . V .L&P %,L1W .LWOU_L%1.14L1 J.CLL.L ML YL ULLC6"U,U JJ.LW ~

1/ This includes spending for "special budgets" (see Tables 25 and 26 of
Statistical Appendix) which are mostly earmarked for defense programs.
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.me to-er public entities -- local autnorities and National Institu-
tions -- and the Non-profit Institutions followed a less expansionary policy
Wian tne Government, largely because their access to domestic credit is more
limited. To a considerable extent, their activities also depend on government
transfers and foreign contributions. It is not surprising, therefore, that
on the whole their expenditures have been growing somewhat slower than those
u the Government, and that their capital spending in particular has suffered
from the recent financial constraint. Nevertheless, there were some differ-
ences in trends between the various entities reflecting in part differences
in their functions as well as their financial situation.

54. The expenditures of local authorities have in fact grown fairly
rapidly between 19063 and 1966, largely because their receipts from taxes and
government transfers expanded fast during this period. In 1967, however,
current expenditures rose at a much slower rate while capital expenditures
had to be reduced considerably because of the tightening financial situation.
The overall deficit also declined, without affecting, however, the net amount
of money borrowed from the banking system.

55. The financial position of National Institutions, on the other band,greatly improved in 1967. Their main source of financing is unilateral re-
ceipts from abroad, which rose sharply during the Middle Eastern crisis. The
institutions could, therefore, afford to assume responsibility for some of
the ordinary government expenditures in the field of education and social
welfare. As a result, their level of current spending almost doubled. But
even so they accumulated large reserves which will enable them to continue
their support of the general budget until about 1970.

56. The Non-profit Institu"ions rely chiefly on receipts from member-
ship fees, sales of services and goods, and private donations. But they also
obtain large transfers from the government and considerable foreign donations.
Over the last five years their expenditures -- mainly for health. education
and welfare -- showed trends similar to those of local authorities, growing
at a steady and rapid rate up to 1966 and slowing down drastically in 1Q67
Capital expenditures actually declined in that year while current spending
increased by only 4 percent comT.ared to 14 Dercent in 1Q66.

Money and Prices

57. The revival of economic activity since mid-1967 and the simultaneouslarRe increase in budget deficitg wera annmniaAw a I* --4A
sion. Total money supply -- cash and demand denosits -- rose by IL 531 millionor 26 parcent in 1Q7 cnmnared to nlyi r t -- n 4 6n n-- 1968, h-n
ever, the rate of expanston sloved down considerably and the amount of money
-- c---- .% by - -3 -o 1 r ous one t%iUon means 01
payments was held in the form of demand deposits, but the circulation of bankntsand coins al'so grew fast dt,ringti eid

5. Te main frces -responsble for the monetary expansion were a large
accumulation of foreign currency assets and a strong upsurge in bank credits.
Toreign curreucy assets expanded by iL 669 million in 1967, almost half of
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which was, however, due to local currency gains caused by the devaluation of

the Israeli pound in November df that year. The amount of new bank credits

reached some IL 800 million as against IL 468 in 1966 and IL 191 in 1965. The

higher demand came from the government as well as the public, although in the

latter case it constituted in part a shift from the free bill brokerage mar-

ket 1/ to regular bank loans caused mainly by changes in the structure of

interest rates. Virtually all sectors of the economy participated in the

new credit boom with industry, construction and local a4thorities leading the

way. In 1968, the increase in foreign currency assets became less pronounced.

For the whole year they may even turn out to be a contractionary factor, as

foreign reserves have already started to fall in the second half of the year.

Bank credits. on the other hand, conti1nued their rapid expansion, since de-

mand for new loans remained strong both from the public and the private sector.

59. To a considerable extent these expansionary forces were offset by
an unusually lara- accumulation of longer-term deposits. In 1967, such

deposits rose by almost IL 1 billion, more than three times as much as in the

preceding yeaw Anme of this increase was, however, the result of devaluation

adjustments for deposits kept in foreign currency or linked to the exchange
rate. There wse al a shift of funic frnm the hill brokerawe market into

regular time deposits corresponding to the above-mentioned change in credit
A-mnA R-+ 4 " la"ma na-P fha now amnna+a ver made henause they had become

m~ ..---------part

more attractive to the public, which had developed a stronger liquidity pref-
erence follou.ng the depression and politial Aisurbanc, Rnd which Ws aTco

offered higher real interest rates by the banks.

60. The increased liquidity preference of the public has led to a gen-

'e"n U~X -1 .LI L..L1% ;LALL.±V.L veloct f oe wih osmeetntnu

tralized the inflationary impact of the fast growing money supply. In addi-

million -- was the result of currency conversions in the occupied territories
after une June war. The snadrp ±es in muony uy was ohee e not

ciated with a corresponding growth in effective demand, and since idle capac-

ities were tll sbai-l -1WLll wages rmaned virulolly acOlab, +hob-A wnc

little pressure on prices. In fact average price increases were at an all-
.t. - I _ ~ - - - l l T l. - - .. , A . anl..L 1j - + w..-- J

11UW LVW UL11r.LU6~ .L OU I VVLU_i3C6L= 1csa Vn e yol pe -nO the '. - -

while the cost of living index rose by less than 2 percent. Even the 17 per-
cent devaluation in November 1967 had liLoe impact on dOm=0sC pri Ce,

partly since compensating tariff reductions were made by the Government for

imports from countries that had not devalued. In addition, Che prices for
fuel, electricity and a number of important foodstuffs were frozen by the
Government.

61. But as economic activity expanded further in 0600 and the economy
approached full employment, the monetary authorities became increasingly
concerned about the rising liquidity, continuously being fed by large budget
deficits and strong credit demand from the public. Monetary policies, which

had been eased to stimulate domestic demand during the 1966/67 recession,

t / mec. manismm of t4i market Whin'h nnarnqtmi outtida the banking system.

was explained in the previous Bank report on Israel (EA-167c).
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became more restrictive during the second halr or 190 and in 10600. Ine

Bank of Israel raised reserve re4uirements for commercial banks, 
reduced

rediscounts and loans, and absorbed some excess liquidity 
through open market

operations. As a result of these measures, the rate of monetary 
expansion

slowed down in the second half of 1968. Yet as long as the main expansionary

force -- public deficits -- remains active and strong the effectiveness of

restrictive monetary policies is likely to be limited.
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IV. RALAlUE OF PAYMENTS

62. The salient feature of Israel's balance of payments continues to be
its large import surplus, supported mainly by unila;eral transfers and other
capital inflows received on concessional terms. However, there are also dis-
tinct signs that the country's dependence on external resources is gradually
decreasing, at least in reiati4re terms. Over the years, exports have grown
at a much faster rate than imports and the current account deficit, although
still rising in absolute terms, has declined from 29 percent of total re-
sources in 1950 to 11 percent in 1968. By the same token, the share of im-
ports of goods and services financed from Israel's own foreign exchange
earnings has risen from l4 percent to 67 percent during this period. Even
in the shorter run, this trend can clearly be observedi For example; between
1964 and 1968 -- two boom years with high employment and economic activity --
the external gap increased very little despite the fact that the total amount
of real resources used by the economy rose by almost one-third.

63. A variety of measures were taken by the authorities to stem the
growing import surplus. These included periodic devaluations as well as
protective tariff and subsidy practices aimed at conserving foreign exchange
through encouraging import substitution. More recently, greater emphasis has
been given to export promotion. Thus, in 1966 an enlarged and revised system
of export subsidies -- officialy described as a tax refund on inputs for ex-
port production -- was introduced to enhance the competitiveness of export
industries in the manufacturing sector. Another stimulus to exports was added
in 1967 when legislation was passed offering tax reductions, cash grants and
subsidized public loans to new or expanding firms which undertake to exp,r-t at
least half of the additional output. Together with the 1T percent devaluation
in November 1967, and new steps toward import liberalization these menures
have helped to correct the previous situation in which exports of industrial
products tended to be penalized relative to highly protected import substi-
tutes. Moreover, both the Government and business community are now becoming
increasingly export-conscious. The 1968 International Economic Conference
mentioned in paragraph 30, was a notable example of new initiatives currently
being taken to develop new outlets and marketing channels for the country's
exports.
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Taoe r: Summary Balace 01 raym-ents

(US $ million

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

1. Exports of goods and services 655 749 872 956 1,200
(a) Commodity exports 3 4u9 404 45 541 6
(b) Exports of services 306 345 397 415 515

2. Imports of goods and services 1,228 1,269 1,317 1,405 1,800
(a) Commodity imports ou5 (V4 7) (0 1,uo
(b) Imports of services 425 475 522 655 735

3. Deficit on current account -573 -520 -445 -449 -600
(a) Trade deficit -453 -390 -320 -209 -380
(b) Invisibles -119 -130 -125 -240 -220

4. Unilateral transfers 335 327 292 530 435

5. Net capital inflow 232 280 161 239 171

6. Changes in reserves - 21 -106 19 -223 97

7. Errors and omissions 27 19 -27 - 97 -103

1/ Estimate

64. As a result of the strong export drive Israel's commodity exports
increased from $349 million in 1964 to $685 million in 1968, or at a compound
rate of 18 percent a year. This rapid expansion was accompanied by a growing
diversification away from the two leading commodities, polished diamonds and
citrus fruit. Their share in total exports has gradually fallen over the last
four years, a trend which can be expected to continue in the future. Although
exports of diamonds and citrus kept rising at fairly high rates, the major
thrust of Israel's efforts to raise foreign exchange earnings has now focussed
on the industrial sector, covering a wide range of products such as chemicals
and minerals, machinery and metal products, transport and electrical equipment.
In addition, exnorts of a variety of consumer goods -- mainly food products and
textiles -- have increased considerably partly because of new market opportu-
nitii in the nnied Arab territories. Total industrial exnorts extludina
diamonds thus reached approximately $352 million in 1968 compared to $164
milliin i n 10A4 RYn-rt of aariiiltiral -nrnt1tet% nthfzr th%Ln e-itri Qlan layOW

fast during this period although in absolute terms they are still not very

from $306 million in 1964 to $515 million in 1968. Major items in this field
are earnings from transportation, tourism and iusurcu as well as income
from investments abroad, including the country's foreign exchange reserves.

66. Imports of goods and services, on the other hand, have been growing
at much lower percentage rates than exports although, in absolute terms, they
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expanaea somewhat faster hUan foreign excnange earnings. The Governm,!-ant nas

utilized a wide range of measures to control payments abroad, including high
protective auties, import licensing, and other direct controls. Since the
devaluation of 1962 It has been the Government's policy to effect a transition
from administrative to fiscal control of imports and gradually to reduce
tariff protection, forcing domestic producers to become more competitive in
world markets. Whereas in 1962 most imports were still controlled directly,
at present about 40 percent of all imported goods are unrestricted or require
a license which is grated automatically. More recently, this has been ac-
companied by a gradual reduction of protective impoi,t duties. The first
general reduction of tariffs by an average of 10 percent occurred in 1965.
It was followed by a 15 percent cut in October 1968 and another 15 percent
reduction in January 1969. These import liberalization measures appear sub-
stantial enough to place some restraint on the price level and some pressure
on inefficient producers. Yet, a large part of industry is still highly
protected by tariff walls or administrative barriers which, in extreme cases,
raise the effective exchange rate to IL 10 per dollar, or about three times
the official rate. The Government is, therefore, determined to continue its
import liberalization program with another series of tariff reductions be-
tween 1970 and 1973, by which time it,is hoped that protective duties would
be lowered to an effective exchange rate of IL 4.50 to IL 5.50 per dollar.

67. The most notable recent development in commodity imports was their
decline during the 1965/67 recession, followed by a substantial increase in
1968 as the economy recovered from the earlier setback. The absolute reduc-
tion of imports after 1964 was largely a result of the weakening demand for
foreign investment goods -- reflecting the substantial drop in overall in-
vestment during this period -- while imports of production inputs and con-
sumer goods remained more or less stagnant. In 1968, all categories of
imnnrtn rnse aniinkiv adding some $315 million to the country's annual foreign

exchange bill.

68. Purchases of foreign services continued to rise throughout the re-
cession mainly banune of growing exnenditures for defense and foreign capital
servicing. Government service imports, which include purchases of military
ha-rdaae realma doublael in th- TRRt tu vsr-z r-flenting the rising defense

needs. Expenditures for capital servicing expanded by more than half following
the rapid growth of TSraela eXta1nal debt. Other itemns contributina to the

rise of service imports were insurance fees, tourism and transportation.

69. As a result of recent trends in imports and exports the current
account 4~r, deficit, afte tq7q millinn in ioQ4 to t44Q

million in 1967, has risen again to a record level of $600 million in 1968.
L-loever as.~, ca be seen.. 4, tIe ihrdfctwas due o~n!- toiv tihe

substantial increase in net payments for invisibles -- including defense

70. The lag lel t o urn con w--- -- -- re mor than covered' by,

unilateral transfers and net capital inflows. Unilateral transfers to the

private sector, the largest itlm of whic is persoualestitution frm Gran, ,

changed relatively little over time averaging some $220 million a year.
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Transfers to the public sector, on the other hand, rose steeply from an
average of $106 million during 1964/66 to $318 million in 1967, reflecting
record donations from World Jewry in the wake of the war with the Arabs.
Thus total unilateral transfers alone were even higher than the current
deficit in that year.

71. Significant changes occurred in the composition of long and meditm
term capital movements. Foreign net investments, which had steadily increased
to a level of about $140 million in 1963/64, dropped sharply to only $8 mil-
lion in 1967. Principal factors accounting for this decline were the depressed
state of economic activity compounded by the uncertain security situation in
1967. Loans to the public sector, on the other hand, increased considerably
between 1964 and 1967 when the emergency situation permitted the sale of
$232 million Development Bonds, compared to $124 million in 1966 and $100
million in 1965 and 1964. On a net basis, receipts from these bonds rose
from an average of $23 million in 1964/66 to $175 million in 1967, exceeding
by far the gradual decline in capital inflows from other sources.

72. While the record capital inflow of 1967 was attributable to the
special circumstances of that year, Israel succeeded in sustaining the in-
terest and financial commitment on the part of World Jewry which developed
in that year. Fund raising is continuing on an emeriency basis, and new
means are being devised to increase the flows of direct investment, donations,
and bond sales. In 1968, unilateral transfers are estimated to have reached
$435 million while net sales of Development Bonds amounted to about $150
million. Other canital inflows remained rather low, even though there are
indications that direct investments have recovered somewhat from their 1967
low. In this context it should be noted that the Israeli authorities have
persisted in keeping down the average cost of suppliers' credits and other
fnrpan na-nitAl_ Thiq nnlirv in Affented thrnuah anvPrnmPnt nontrols on new

short- and medium-term borrowing. As of Nobember 1968, the effective ceiling
for local borwrs~~ (incingrf pubi'lic% o%inrnP1z) %mc 7 Prceznt,_ witli a
maximum of 7-1/2 percent for special cases.

73. As a consequence of the changes in capital flow and import surpluses,
Israel 's foeinesrves continued to grow reach.,ing an 411 time high1 ofP $149
million at the end of 1967. In the course of 1968, however, the upward trend
was reverseu, aud u eange vaauces started to U clinue eve touuu -. 4Us -uA

of that year they still amounted to about half of the country's annual import
bill for goods and services.
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74. There can be little doubt that Israel has considerable potential for
further economic development. Her domestic markets, although Still Small by
international standards, are expanding fast owing to the increase of incomes
and population as well as further opportunities to develop new lines of pro-
duction for local markets. There are also good prospects for maintaining a
high growth rate of exports. On the production side, there is need and scope
for substantial productivity improvement while the supply of manpower is
likely to grow somewhat faster than population. Yet, at the same time, Israel
is facing a number of difficult problems which she will have to overcome in

order to utilize her development potential. Over the next few years the

country will have to mobilize even larger amounts of foreign capital than in
the past if a fast rate of growth is to be sustained. Great effort will have
to be made to generate additional domestic savings and to secure a reasonable

degree of internal financial stability. In addition, there is need for im-

provement in economic planning and resource allocation while recent attempts

to strengthen the international competitiveness of local industries should be
continued.

Prospects for 1969

75. Looking at the immediate future, there are strong indications that

the present economic boom will maintain its momentum throughout 1969. Ac-

cording to official forecasts for this year, effective domestic demand for

goods and services is expected to grow by about IL 1.8 billion, or more than

11 percent beyond the already high 1968 level. Most of the additional demand

will be for private and public consumption, although in relative terms in-

vestments are likely to show the fastest expansion, growing at a rate of some

21 percent. This, together with rising claims for exports, will further

stimulate domestic output and imports. The increase of GNP will, however, be
somewhat less than in 1968 when large idle capacities were brought back into

production. But real growth may still be in the order of 9 percent during
1969 compared to over 14 percent last year. The production gains will be

made possible by further increases in employment, additions to capital stock,
and continued improvements in total factor productivity.

76. On the whole. the demand pressure on domestic and foreign resources

is likely to be even stronger than in 1968. To a large extent this reflects
the exnansionary fiscal.noliev of the Government. which is prepared to toler-

ate as large a budget deficit as in the preceding two years. The draft bud-
zet for 196Q/70 submitted to Parliament in January 1968, provides for an 19

percent rise in government spending while no significant steps are foreseen
to cnntain nvata onnsumntion throuah higher tax rates. The financial strains
which have developed in the course of last year's economic boom may thus be-
come ve more aotto iirinq the coming months. This, in turn, will make it

increasingly difficult for the Government to pursue its restrictive incomes

policy, although it is dtermin not to allow general increases of basic wages

before 1970. On the other hand, recent steps toward import liberalization and

a~- u __oetr policy mawept anti ea~r rinp Atabilitv-
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(7. *ne rapid economic growtn and continueu uinancal pressures are
likely to lead to a further deterioration in the balance of payments. Al-

though exports are expected to grow by some 13 percent, the current account

deficit will almost certainly be higher than in 1968 because of the fast
rising import demand for raw materials, intermediate and capital goods.

Allowing for further military imports, the current deficit for 1969 may well

reach $UU million, compared to 600 million in 1900. it will be very diffi-
cult for the Government to mobilize enough foreign capital to finance this

gap. Unilateral transfers will probably amount to some $450 million while
another $150 million could be raised through the 6ale of Israel Development
bonds. Additional $200 million may come from foreign direct investments and
other capital inflows such as US and German loans. Against this stand some
$200 million amortization payments so that a deficit of about $100 million
would remain to be financed from reserves if no other funds can be obtained.

Prospects for 1970/73

78. The Government's longer term development strategy aims at maintaining
a high rate of economic expansion accompanied by a rapid modernization of
production facilities. The expansionary policy is motivated by the need to

absorb an increased flow of immigrants, to broaden the economic basis for the
heavy defense burden, and to prevent the recurrence of a recession with large-
scale unemployment. At the same time, the Government continues to strive for
a reduction in the country's reliance on non-commercial capital inflows. It
is expected by the authorities that with rising efficiency particularly of the
manufacturing sector, Israel will become more competitive in the world markets,
and that exports will continue to grow at a faster percentage rate than imports
so that in the longer run, the trade gap would be narrowed at a higher level
of income and production.

79. It must be emphasized, however, that political factors may well be
decisive for Israel's future economic development as they have been in the
nast. The following attempt to quantify the likely course of economic events
in the medium run is therefore essentially illustrative. It is based on the
sRnumntion that no major political disturbances occur in the Middle East which
might force the Government to change its policies, or have a strong impact on
fnvelan trade and canital flows. Given this assumation it can be estimated
that the implementation of the above mentioned official strategy would result
in an average annual growth of real GNP of 8 to 9 nercent over the next few

years. The important industrial sector would expand at some 11 to 12 percent
vpr which -in riv of nest trends (intc not. anonr unralistic- Partin-

ular emphasis will be given to such branches as machinery, electrical and
electrnic4e .. 4men,+ aeJ aff manl produc+e hmna h nrl -mlnoa+na

But some export-oriented consumer industries such as clothing and certain tex-
tilies are al~so expected ~
whole. Agricultural production, on the other hand, may increase only at about

5percent a- yea-r althOutgb a larg proorio of-- ..- the additional out-Put wrill be

exported. A relatively fast,. expansion is expected for tourism while most
other service branches are likely to grow pari passu with the commodity-
producing sectors.
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80. One principal constraint to sustained rapid growth may well be the
availability of manpower, especially in the skilled categories required for
the development of sophisticated products and processes, even though a rela-
tively large share of the new immigrants is now coming from industrialized
countries. Another key factor for achieving the desired rate of economic
expansion is capital formation which has been depressed during the recession.
Considerable efforts are therefore required to step up manpower training and
to raise the level of investment over the next few years. Moreover, great
emphasis will have to be given to a rational allocation of resources.

81. Long-term investment planning in Israel is somewhat impeded by the
absence of an operational development plan. The Economic Planning Authority
has purely advisory functions and is responsible for the preparation of pro-
posals for comprehensive four to five year plans. Since its establishment in
1962, three draft plans have been put forward, the latest published in March
1968 covering the period 1968-1971. But the assumptions and targets of these
proposals have not been accepted as official policy, partly because of the
ranid nace of events. Their usefulness as onerational documents has also
been hindered by the fact that there is no mechanism within the administration
to allocate invRetible funds systematically amon sectorR acordina to azred
long-term priorities. Public investment decisions, including those of public
Pnternri sps are made on the baqiR of nettoral rnrnmq whinh in Pnmp nnqpq

have reached a high degree of sophistication, while inter-sectoral allocations
are left tn the annual onvernment bndet. A1thonegh the anant draft. f Uh

Planning Authority has helped to clarify the issues and opportunities asso-
ciated with national development planning, it appears that mo consieatn
could be given in the future to using long-term plans as an official tool of
economic policy.

A82 Eiallr grat 4a thn 4iaA for gect fInancIal 4rm4"w to ensure

the mobilization of adequate domestic savings. Recent developments indicate
+'K+ 4pria+ nA pas4U1w nkl4n nannum+4an own al a4-4 o a-n-a - 4--a -wn

of national and foreign resources. The Government will therefore have to de-
tewm4na the rao + wh4ch cnlvent -nhl4^ a,an,4,, 'h^fh P,, annm414+aw., anA

defense purposes can be increased in the next few years without creating
.. arnf,,l 4nfl+4onarar prnwas. T+ may als havs +a r.ai +aae a + ake
alternative steps to contain private consumption. These measures will have

creases in line with productivity gains.

83. A successful development program based on such policies would prob-
ably permit 11raels ecounumy to grow at the rate indicated above without
widening its external gap. In the longer run, the current account deficit
could even be reduced and a higher degree of financial Independence achieved.
Imports may be expected ito rise slightly faster than national production in the
foreseeable future although the increase should not exceed 9 to 10 percent a
year on the average. For exports, an average expansion of 12 percent appears
feasible provided that sufficient emphasis is given to export promotion and
the establishment of new export-oriented industries. Promising opportunities
are seen particularly for additional industrial exports such as chemicals,
refined oil products, vehicles and aircraft, machinery, electric and electronic
equipment as well as a number of consumer goods. In addition, there will be
a rapid expansion in the new lines of agricultural exports.
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Table G: Export Projection

Annual Rate
of Change

1963 1968 1973 1963/68 1968/73
(US $ million) (percent)

Agriculture products 89 113 180 5 10

Citrus fruit 75 88 120 3 6
Other 14 25 60 12 19

Industrial products, 248 572 1,020 18 12

Diamonds 104 235 330 18 7
Mining products 13 30 50 18 11
Other 131 307 640 18 16

Total commodity exports 337 685 1,200 15 12

84. On the basis of these trends, the current account deficit in the
balance of payments would still be in the order of $700 million by 1973. To
this must be added the average amortization payments, including payments on
debt contracted after 1968, which account for about $150 million. A large
amount of this gap will be financed from unilateral transfers which are offi-
cially estimated to reach $350 million in that year. Other established

sources of foreign capital include Development Bonds, bi-lateral aid from
the US and Germany, and various loans from suppliers or banks which together
may account for some $300 million. In addition, there may be foreign direct
investment in the order of $100 uaillion. After this, there still remains a
gap of some US $100 million for which foreign financing appears not yet
assured.

8s. It must be stressed that these estimates are Darticularly tenuous
because of the great uncertainties concerning military and political develop-
mnant in the aran_ The events of 1Q67 elearlv demonstrated the unreliability
of past trends as a basis for predicting future capital inflows. The re-
markable financlal rasnnash of WorlA Jorv in the aftermath of the 1Q67 war

gives grounds for confidence that the greater needs during the years ahead
Till be met b cantirning lawerr flna ef funn from unilateral transfers ant

bond sales. Nevertheless, prudence dictates a projection of gradual declines
in.. +1.e flo,w of cncessnweryn. capitnal t-hough it now, apprg,31 eAlrt th+at a,

higher rate will be maintained than would have seemed possible before mid-1967.

86. As a consequence of both the general revival in economic activity and
u± spec$'fic prun11Oti±onall-ClLLC~ JI maue,71l.LowO irw4L.ct-i ffri. ,L51 invesOt.meutfj Us

other commercial capital is expected to recover by the early 1970's from the
depressed levels of 1Y6 anu 1968. This projeioun iS patulUMmarly hazarousL
for even a few major investment decisions might make the inflows substantially

higher, while increased politIio tensions ±n Lne azea mtight well Itak the
far lover. To some extent, one may expect variations in certain categories of
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capital imports to oe offsetting, uepenuing on auen circumances. For ex-
ample, to the extent that military and political considerations deter potential
direct investments, they may serve to reinforce contributions to fund drives
and purchases of development bonds.

87. It seems likely, therefore, that uncertain as the estimates of the
total capital inflow may be, these are probably more reliable than the fore-
casts of the individual components. Obviously, no simple formula is applic-
able to this complex situation. But one can venture with some confidlence the
prediction that the total availability of foreign funds will be greater the
more serious appear to be the dangers confronting Israel, notwithstanding
the lower rate of commercial capital inflows this would imply.

Table H: Projected Balance of Payments
(US $ million)

1968 1973

Exports of goods and services 1,200 2,100
Commodity exports 685 1,200
Invisibles 515 900

Imports of goods and services 1,800 2,8U

Commodity imports 1,065 1,700
invisibles JO 1,100

Current account deficit -600 - 700

Unilateral transfers 435 350

Direct foreign investment, net 20 100

Long-term capital, gross 335 300
Development bonds 150 100
Bilateral aid 90 100

USA 55 65
Germany 35 35

Other 95 100
Amortization -184 - 150

Lnq nff rpqprveq 97 100

Errors and omissions - 103

88. Still, there *s a,strong possibility that the country may not succeed
in mobilizing sufficient funds to fill the large foreign exchange gap over the
next few years, and that the present pace of economic activity could only be
maintained through a reduction of existing reserves. The decline of official
reserves has already started in 1968 and is expected to assume larger propor-
tions in the current year. But the readiness of the Israeli authorities to
draw upon their reserves will progressively diminish as this trend continues,
until they reach the point where for economic and security reasons further
losses cannot be tolerated. Under such circumstances and unless additional
sources of capital can be found in the meantime, the Government would probably
take steps to slow down economic growth even if this led to another recession
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as in 1966/67. Such a development would not only create subsanut &_ unem-

ployment and make the absorption of new immigrants more difficult but it might

also hold back expansion of export industries, thus delaying further the tie

when Israel could enter the phase of self-sustained growth.

External Debt

89. Israel's medium- and long-term external public debt (including pri-

vate debt guaranteed by the Government) has risen fast in recent years, 
reach-

ing a total of just over $1.5 billion in mid-1968. In addition, there were

some $80 million short-term obligation on that date. Interest and amortiza-

tion payments on public debt grew apace; but as foreign exchange earnings 
have

risen even faster, the ratio between service payments and gross earnings 
has

declined from some 20 percent in the early 1960's to about 14 percent 
in the

recent past. For 1969 the service payments are scheduled to reach a peak of

$175 million, falling off to an average of $113 million over the following

four years. Assuming that foreign exchange earnings Vill rise at the rate

projected above, the debt service burden on existing obligations 
would fall

from its present 14 percent to only 6 percent in 1973.

90. Israel's debt and the implications of its burden for the country's

balance of payments should be evaluated in the light of two special circum-

stances: the high proportion of the debt consisting of concessional-type

obligations such as Development Bonds or bilateral aid loans; and 
the large

imounts of unilateral transfers adding to the total inflow of foreign ex-

change. As of mid-1968, for example, outstanding Independence and Development

Rnndr Fonounted to almost $750 million, or nearly half of the total debt.

These long-term bonds, bearing nominal interest rates between 3-1/2 and 4-1/2

percnt- are currently being redeemed at a rate fluctuating between $60-120

million annually. However, since a large proportion of these bonds are vir-

tually autnmatically renewed or "rolled over" as they become due, the net

claims on Israel's balance of payments are not nearly as great as might

-+hwill2e h nrPumTnma Moreover. sianificant amounts of these bonds are

never repaid in foreign exchange, instead being redeemed in local currency for
private transfers, 4rsants or tourist outlays. These conversions have

recently ranged between $20-30 million a year -- a rate which is expected to

increae somewhat in the fut'e Mimilar conditions exist for bilateral aid

obligations which in mid-1968 accounted for about one-fifth of the 
total debt.

91. The debt burden also appears considerably less weighty when 
the

large size of unilateral transfers is taken into accont. Adding the trAnsfer

payments, on which Israel can rely with reasonable assurance for 
the future, to

the exchange earnings results ip a reduction of the servicing burden from 14

percent to 10 percent for 1968 and to only 5 percent in 1963 -- based on 1968

obligations and projectea export earniigs. Thus, even if the counVty U.LY-

ues to borrow abroad on a large scale, the total debt service burden on

existing and new loans appears unlikely to rise in the Coresebue fue,

particularly since a large part of the new capital will be obtained 
on con-

ces$ional terms. Israel therefore appears to be creditworthy for additional

borrowing on conventional terms.
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APPENDIX: POPULATION AND IMMIGRATION

1. The Government of Israel estimates the prsenu population of israel
as being approximately 2.8 million. 1/ Of this some 2.4 million are Jews,
while the remaining .4 million consist mainly of Arabs. Since the end of the
first war vith the Arab countries in 1949, the number of people living within
the boundaries or the State or israel nave risen by over 1.5 million, growing
at an average rate of about 5 percent a year.

2. This unusually rapid population increase cannot, be evaluated with-
out some qualification. Approximately two-fifths of the total population
growth was due to immigration from abroad, while the natural population in-
crease has remained below the world average. Promotion of Jewish immigration
has been a principle policy objective of the Israeli Government following the
establishment of a national home for the Jewish people in Palestine. It was
the dominant factor of population expansion during the early years of the
State when mass immigration led to a doubling of Jewish population within a
three-year period. Immigration was also substantial between 1955 and 195T,
and again in the early 1960's. Altogether, more than one million Jewish
immigrants have come to the country in the last two decades.

3. The natural reproduction rate of Jewish people in Israel has not
exceeded 2 percent a year over the last two decades. Moreover, therd are in-
dications that it has declined somewhat over time, and that the natural in-
crease of Jewish population is now about 1-3/4 percent a year. The non-Jewish
population, on the other hand, has grown at a rate of more than 4 percent, al-
though in absolute terms this has not been very significant.

4. Net immigration of Jews declined sharply in 1966 and 196T. It re-
covered to about 20,000 in 1968. a rate which is expected to continue for some
years. As the trend of Jewish natural increase is expected to decline further,
the Government is concerned about having a Jewish population growth lower than
that desired. Official policy therefore encourages higher birth rates among
Jewish families although such efforts are presently not very significant rela-
tive to those aimed at promoting immigration.

1/ The Israeli authorities include in this figure the population of East
Jerusalem, which came under Israeli control after the 1967 war.





SOURC1 OF GROWTH OF THE POPULATIoN BY GROUPS, 198-1967
-TInWthosands)

Population Population Percent Percent of net
Period at beg'-nning Natural Net Total at end of of annual immigration in

of period increase immigration increase period increase total. increase

Jews Non-Jews Jews Non-Jevs Jews Non-Jews Jews Non-Jews Jews Non-Jews Jews Non-Jews Jews Non-Jews

Tota L1952 -
196 1,404.4 173.4 512.3 139.9 428.2 -0.8 940.5 139.1 2,344.9 312.5 3.5 4 .0 45.5 -.6

194B-19511/ 649.6 88.4 6 6 6.4 754.8 1,404.h - 23.7 88.3

1950-1951 160. .11 2.0 13.4 173.4 h.1 l4.9

1952-1954 1,404. 4 173.4 101.4L 18.2 20.2 0.2 121.6 18. 1,526.0 191.8 2.8 3.4 16.6 1.1

1955-1957 1,526.0 191.8 100.7 21.2 136.1 0.2 236.8 21. 1,762.8 213.2 4.9 3.5 57.5 0.9

1958-196e 1,762.8 213.2 101.5 26.1 46.9 -0.1 148.4 260 1,911.2 239.2 2.8 4.0 31.6 -0.4

1961-1966 1,911.2 243.3Y 134.2 W4.o 193.8 -0.9 328.0 43.1 2,239.2 286.4 4.1 4.2 59.1 -2.1

1961 1,911.2 243.3 32.7 9.5 37.8 -0.3 70.5 9.2 1,981.7 252.5 3.7 3.8 53.6 -3.3

1962 1,981.7 252.5 32.2 10.5 55.0 -0.1 87.2 10.1 2,068.9 262.9 4.4 h.1 63.1 -1.0

1963 2,068.9 262.9 33.7 11.11 53.0 0.2 86.7 11.6 2,155.6 274.5 4.2 4.4 61.1 1.7

1966 2,155.6 274.5 35.6 12.6 48.0 -0.7 83.6 11.9 2,239.2 286.h 3.9 4.3 57.4 -5.9

1965 2,239.2 286. 4  37.0 13.0 22.9 -0.1 59.9 12.9 2,299.1 299.3 2.7 4.5 38.2 -0.8

1966 2,299.1 299.3 37.5 13.3 8.3 -0.1 45.8 13.2 2,3hh.9 312.5 2.0 4.4 18.1 -0.8

1967 2,3W&.9 312.5 34.4 12.3 4.3 -0.3 38.7 77.8/ 2,383.6 390.3_/ 1.7 3 .8W 11.1 -2.5

As from Registration of Population of May 1948.

Revised according to 1961 census data.

Including the population of East Jerusalem (abcut 66,000).

Excluding addition of East Jerusalem population.

Source: Statistical Abstract of Israel, 1968.
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX

Table No.

1. External Medium- and Long-Term Debt

2. Estimated Future Service Payments on External Public Debt Outstanding
vxclunndib,4-hedeas nof December 31, 1047

so-a~urces a.nd Uses u-~u

0. Expenditure on Gross naionl Product, ±you-±ou

7. Sectoral Distribution of Gross Nationa Prouuc, LYu4-±Yuu

0. Investment and Saving

9. Fixed investment by Economic Sector, 19U60-196

10. Productivity indicators, 1950-19065

11. Average Gross Capital to Output Ratios, 1950-1965

12. Occupational Distribution of Employed Labor Force, 19bl-1967

13. Agricultural Production

14. Agricultural Inputs

15. Cultivated Area

16. Water Consumption

17. Agricultural Subsidies

18. Industrial Production Index

19, Fixed Investment in Industry

20. Number of Employed Persons in Industry

21. Production and Supply of Electricity by the Israel Electric Corporation

22. Indicators of Tourist Development, 1960-1969

23. Summary of Central Government Budget
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Table No.

24. Current Governm6nt Revenue

25. Current Government Expenditure

26. Government Capital Expenditure

27. Financing of Government Deficit

28. Internal Government Debt

29. Revenue and Expenditure of Local Authorities

30. Revenue and Expenditure of National Instithitioils

31. Receipts and Expenditures of Nonprofit Institutions

32. Changes in Money Supply and Circulation Velocity

33. Factors Affecting Money Supply

34. Bank Credit to the Public by Sectors

35. Consumer Price Index

36. Index of Average Monthly Wages

37. Balance of Payments, 1962-68

38. Commodity Composition of Exports, 1962-1968

39. Exports and Added Value, 1963-67

40. Commodity Imports by Major Categories, 1962-1968

41. Direction of Trade, 1967

42. Exports and Imports of Services, 1962-1968

43. Capital Movements, 1962-1968

44. Foreign Reserves, 1960-1968





Table 1

EXTERNAL, MEDIUM- AND ILNG- TERM DEBT
(U.S. $ million)

Debt Outstanding
Dec. 31 Dec. 31 Dec. 31 June 30

1965 1966 1967 1968

EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT, TOTAL 1_ 1107 1,361 1, 367

Publicly-issued bonds 532 5h2 718 718

IBRD loans 64 82 86 86

U.S. Government loans 170 181 224 229
A.I.D. 105 117 160 166
D.L.F. 10 10 9 9
Export-Import Bank 55 .5 4 12

Suppliers' credits 61 52 (2
Other loans a/ 186 250 281 263

EXTERNAL PRIVATE DEBT, TOTAL b/ 84 102 lh 15h

Suppliers' credits 25 22 18 28
Other Ioans n/ $9 80 96 126

TOTAL MEDIUM- AND LTN= TERM DT 1,097 1,209 1,1,,21

A/ Minlv hnnks nd grav~nmpnt agnries.

h/ WpJith govprnment grarnte fn-r +ancfer no-f e anoe

Source:3-an of Isae





Table 2

ISRAEL - ESTIMATED FUTURE SERVICE PAYMENTS ON EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTANDING
EXCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1967 /1

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency

(In thousands of U.S. dollars)

DEBT OFTST. PPAYMENTS DURING PERIOD
(BEGIN OF PERIOD)

EXCLUDING AMORTI-
YEAR UNDISBURSED ZATION INTEREST TOTAL

TOTAL EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT

1968 1,360O1 3  82,455 28,862 111,317
1969 1,277,728 126,361 29,463 155,824
1970 1,151,367 72,259 27,151 99,410
1971 1,079,108 74,923 28,155 103,078
1972 1,004,185 75,895 28,795 104,690
1973 928,290 77,927 28,506 106,433
1974 850,363 67,917 22,240 90,157
1975 782,h6 49,157 17,273 66,430
1976 733,289 76,739 25,268 102,007
1977 656,550 84,138 29,410 113,548
1978 572,412 91,273 31,759 123,032
1979 481,139 165,244 67,054 232,298
1980 315,895 Sh,650 9,486 64,136
1981 261.245 49.957 7,781 57,738
1982 211,288 87,151 5,538 92,689
1983 124,137 15,060 3,9957 19,017
1984 109,077 13,824 3,689 17,513
1985 95.253 11.78 9.169 20,647

e fotinoe atom e d fta beplae. by the tank of Il .

See footnote at end of table.



Table 2

IS&AEL - ESTIMATED FUTURE SE-VI,E PAYMENTS UN ATERRAL P-FmLIC DEBT OUTSTANDING
EXCLUDING ITNDISBUSED AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1967 /1 (CoNT.)

.ebt Repayable in Foreign Currency

(In thousands of U.S. dollars)

Page 2

DEBT OUTST. PYP.RTnT
PAYMWNTS THTTRRTn

(BEGIN OF 'ERIOD)
EXCLUDING AMORTI-

yEAm UNISBIlliSED ZATION INTEREST TOTAL

PUBLICLY ISSUED BONDS

1968 717,848 21,831 14,175 36,006
1969 696,017 73,031 14,289 87,320
1970 (22,986 23,196 14,539 37,735
1971 599,790 24,616 16,03h ho,650
1972 575,174 24,958 17,558 42,516
1973 550,216 26,895 19,346 46,241
1974 523,321 19,926 14,415 34,341
1975 503,395 11,017 10,988 22,005
1976 492,378 42,367 20,1c 62512
1977 45o,o1i 54,479 25,383 79,862
1978 395,532 64.407 28,L31 92,838
1979 331,125 139,376 64,271 203,647
1980 191.7h9 32.287 7,243 39,530
1981 159,h62 30,355 5,988 36,343
1982 129.107 69.26L L.093 73,357
1983 59,843 - 2,808 2,808
198h 59.8L3 - 2.808 2-88
1985 59,843 - 7,020 7,020

SUPPLIERS' CREDITS

1958 52,526 8,51h 352 8,866
1969 44.012 9.83 212 9.695
1970 34,529 7,600 110 7,710
1971 24.929 7.122 77 7-199
1972 19,807 6,808 47 6,855
1973 12,999 (.32 33 6,565
1974 6,h67 4.,521 20 4,541

1976 700
1077 700 700 700



Table 2

ISRAEL - ESTIMATED FUTURE SERVICE PAYMENTS ON EXTE5NAL PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTANDING
¯ECLUDING U1NDISDUIED AS OF DEC ER 31, 1967 /1 (CONT.)

Debt Repayable i n Foreign Currency

(in thousands of U... dollars)
Page 3

-DEBT OUITST. PAYMENTS DURING PERIOD
(BETGINT, OF PERIPTn)

EXCLUDING AMORTI-
YEAR UNDISBURSEn. IZATION INTPRT T(A

IBRD

1968 86,130 5,029 2,38L 7,h13
1969 81,101 5,311 2,203 7,514
1970 75,790 5,617 2,013 7,630
1971 70.17 -. 936 1.810 7.76

1972 64,237 6,279 1,597 7,876
1Q73 57,98 6,633 1,371 8,ooh
197h 51,325 7,015 1,131 8,14(
197' bh,-310 7,h19 879 8,298

36,891 7,8h5 613 8,h58
1977 29,0 6 ,062 376 5,18
1978 24,004 5,318 267 5,585
1'070 IR ý-77971,865,625 152 5,777
1980 13,061 3,185 31 3,216

9976 1,758 - 17C;

1982 8,118 1,860 - 1,860
198 625 196 - 1,969

1984 4,289 2,084 - 2,08b
1, 2- 2,2n

U.S. GOVERNMENT LOANS

1968 223,ý88 18,915 3,56b 22,h79
199 2n). ,73 1n 3 3,27 2 2,35

1970 185,441 18,591 2,712 21,333
I 9 n 71 1 6 6 ,8 5 0 2 0 2 3 2 2 ,5 8 9

1972 1h6,624 19,980 1,97ý 21,959
I n1) -i , 1923 n I_ i (-,) 2n,

197h 107,412 16,849 1,312 18,161
n , ,nn, r'L-,n 1-nn Ii nn ii P.7

1976 78,13h 1o,490 858 11,348
/"?" I-,DLL 1O, l± -7n 0 1 n ni.197 77,6t t6 1 0,2412ý 72) 10u,97u

1978 57,h32 10,001 602 10,603
1979 h7,h31 9,321 501 9,822
1980 38,110 8,hb8 395 n,8h3
1981 29,662 8,UL 289 8,704u
1982 21,211 7,771 185 7,956
1983 13,44o h,83ý 111 4,916
1984 8,605 3,h83 65 3,548
1985 5,122 3,075 55 3,130

-'ee footnote at end of table.



Table 2

ISRAEL - ESTIMATED FUTURE SERVICE PAYMENTS ON EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTANDING
EXCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1967 /1 (CONT.)

Pebt Repayable in Foreign Currency

(In thousands of U.S. dollars)

Page 4

DEBT OUTJST. PAYMENTS DURING PERIOD
(BEGIN OF PERIOD)

EXCLUDING 'AM ORTI -
EAt UNDISBURSED ZATION 'INTEREST TOTAL

OrER LOANS

1968 280,091 28,166 8,387 36,553
-,n/ r - I n, -? ttyny-0 -3y' ~ ±,u"j 9,632 2893

1970 232,621 17,255 7,747 25,002

1972 198,343 17,870 7,618 25,488
I973 0 47 1n,635in 6,15h4 24,789

1974 161,838 19,606 5,362 2h,968
197T- -Th2,232 17,046 L,348 21,394
1976 125,186 16,037 3,652 19,689
1977 10 9, 1)49 13,705 2,923 I(b,628
1978 9,4hLh 11,547 2,459 1,006
1979 tj3,89 10,922 2,130 13,052
1980 72,975 10,730 1,817 12,547
1981 62,245 9,393 1,504 10,897
1982 52,852 8,256 1,260 9,516
1983 h4,596 d,25;A 1,03h 9,294
198h 36,340 8,257 816 9,073
1985 28,083 6,198 2,094 8,292

/1 Debt with an original or extended maturity of one year or more.

Statistical Services Division
Economics Department

January 27, 1969



Table 2

ISRAEL - ESTIMATED FUTURE SERVICE PAYMENTS ON EXTENAL PRIVATE DEBT OUTSTANDING
EXCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS OF DEXEMBER 31, 1967 /1

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currhncy

(In thousands of UT.S. dollars)

Page 5

DEBT 0UTST. PAYMENTS DURIEG PERIOD
(BEGIN O' PERIOD)

EXCLUDING AMORTI-
YEAR UNDISBURSED Z.ATION INTEREST TOTAL

TOTAL EXTERNAL PRIVATE DEBT

1968 109,133 32,274 5,805 38,079
1969 76,859 l.338 3,8•8 18,196
1970 62,521 8,993 3,183 12,176
1971 C53,28 10,7h0 2,890 13,630
1972 h2,788 8,411 2,hh5 10,886
1973 3),37 6,h8 1.922 7,970
197h 28,299 7,633 1,592 9,225
1Q7 20,666 6-n0 1,182
1976 1h,602 3,h55 809 h,26h
1977 11,7 259 586 317e
1978 8,55 1,984 38h 2,368
1 92013 19 52 i

1980 h,561 1,518 166 1,68h
11, 33 83 1,18

1982 1,708 449 39 488

198h 8h6 382 26 ho8

Note: Compiled from data prepared by the Bank of Israel.

See footnote at end of table.





Table 2

ISRAEL - ESTIMATED FUTURE SERVICE PAYMENTS ON EXTERNAL PRIVATE DEBT OUTSTANDING
EXyCLUDING UNUIBURSU AS U DECENBE.!l 31, 197 /1 (cNrT.)

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency

(In thousands of U.S. dollars)

nTR (ITT.
(BMIN OF PERIOD) PAYM4ENTS DURING PERIOD

EVCTTTVr AMCDTPT

YEAR UNDISBURSED ZATION INTEREST TOTAL

SIPPTTERS CT1EDTT

1968 17,87 4,816 1,315 6,131
1969 13,031 3,022 625 3,647
1970 10,009 2,611 399 3,010
1971 7,398 2,352 528, 2,80
1972 5,046 3,240 413 3,653
1973 1,806 1,027 197 1,224
197 779 526 176 702
1975 253 253 84 337

OTHER LOANS

1968 91.286 27,458 4,490 31,948
1969 63,828 11,316 3,233 14,549
1970 52:512 6.382 2.784 9.166
1971 h6,130 8,388 2,362 10,750
1972 37.7L2 5.201 2.032 7.233
1973 32,541 5,021 1,725 6,7 4 6
1974 27,520 7,107 1,116 8,23
197 20,413 5,811 1,098 6,909
1976 1L.602 3.45 809 4.264
1977 11,17 2,589 586 3,175
1978 8.558 1-98h 381, 2.368
1979 6,574 2,013 519 2,532
1Q80 _1 1 CR lA 1._A
1981 3,043 1,335 83 1,418
1Q92 1 7nA )Jto 49 18R
1983 1,259 113 33 446

1985 464 193 61 254

/1 Debt with an original or extended maturity of one year or
more.

Statistical Services Division
Economics Department

T an.ua.-j 2" I, 1C34>





Table 3

EXTERNAL SHORT-TINEkM DE3
(U.S. $_imillion)

T)pht, ontstnd-incr
Dec. 31 Dec . 31 Dec. 31 June 30

EX'NT4AT PTULT IC DEWTn TAT i

Dank-s' import Aredt 12 45." lIn~ _UIJL U k,. UL 11Saf

Other 1h 6 a/ 1

EXTERNAL PRIVATE DEBT, TOTAL 93 8L 70 80

Banks' import credits 2h 23 15 18
Suppliers' credits 16 11 '
Loans out of foreign deposits 18 16 15 16
Other Y 3L 33

TOTAL SIHORTI-TERI DEBT 109y 95: 71 j

a/ Less than $500,000.

Source: Bank of Israel



Table h

THE POPULATION. BY PRINCIPAL GROUPS. 1949-1968

(end of period figures, in thousands)

Year Jews Non-Jews Total Percent increase
over Jrev eUa,)

total

19h9 1,013.9 160.0 1,173.9 28.3
19501nI 1,203.0r"67.i 13701 -16.7

195, 4,0ok.4 173. 1 ,l,577.8 15.2i.u.n

1952L 1,40. 179.3 i,2. 3.3
1953 1,483.6 185.8 1,669.4 2.4

19h ,56. 191.8 1,1.8.
1955 1,90.5 198.6 1,789.1 4.2
1956 1,667.5 204.9 1,872.h h.7
1957 1,762.8 213.2 1,976.0 5.5
1958 1,810.2 221.5 2,031.7 2.8
1959 1,858.8 229.9 2,088.7 2.8
1960 1,911.3 239.1 2,150. 3.0
1960a/ 1,910.8 243.3 2,154.1 -
1961 1,981.7 252.5 2,233.2 3.7
1962 2,068.9 262.9 2,331.8 4.4
1963 2,155.6 274.5 2,430.1 h.2
196 , 2,239.2 286.4 2,525.6 3.9
1965 2,299.1 299.3 2,590.h 2.9
1966 2,344.9 312.5 2,657.4 2.3
1967! 2,3d3.6 390.3 2,773.9 4.4
July 1968 2,415.5 h01.3 2,816.8 2.4 c/

a/ !ew series, based on Census of May 1960; the old series is based on a
population registration of November, 1948.

b/ Including the population of East Jerusalem, numbering about 67,000.

c/ Increase over July, 1967.

Source: Statistical Abstract and Statistical Bulletin.



Table 5

RESOURCES AND USES 1960-1968
T7n millions of Israeli pounds)

In Current Prices Provi-
sional

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
Private consumption 3094 3647 408 5245 6087 7136 7909 8166 9225General government consumption 836 1038 1393 1654 1805 2207 2643 3354 4010Gross investment 1187 1532 2067 2284 2940 3012 2 04 1808 2820Exports of goods and services 626 732 1351 1688 1830 2070 2,18 2828 b075

Uses = Resources 5743 699 9219 10871 12662 14425 15474 16156 201.30

Imports of goods and services 1190 1457 2613 2985 3470 3544 3620 4018 5935Gross domestic product
at market prices 4553 5492 6606 7886 9192 10881 11854 12138 14195Less: net factor payments

abroad 26 54 84 39 50 56 81 123 175Gross national product at
market prices 4527 5438 6522 7847 9142 10825 11773 12015 14020

In 1967 Prices

Private consumption 4753 5263 5854 6459 7170 7757 7997 8166 9075
General government consumption 1526 1787 1984 2220 2270 2466 2646 3351 3805
Gross investment 1826 2167 2435 2529 3111 3052 2518 1808 262
Exports of goods and services 1227 1424 1668 1918 2038 2202 2b72 2828 3565

Uses = Resources 9332 10641 11941 13126 14589 15477 15629 16156 19070

Imports of goods and services 2091 2606 3024 3252 3699 3696 3701 L018 5195
Gross domestic product

at market prices 7241 8035 8917 9874 10890 11781 11928 12138 13875
Less: net factor payments

abroad 52 108 104 8 57 57 83 123 150
Gross national product at

market prices 7189 7927 8813 9826 10833 11724 11845 12015 13725

Soz,rce: Bank., of Israeli for 1967 and 1968 revised data.,



Table 6

EXPENDITURE ON GROSS NATIONAL PRODU CT, 1960-1963

(millions of 1967 Israeli pounds) Pr ovisional

1960 1961 1962 1963 196 1965 1966 1967 1963

Private consumption b753 5263 5854 6159 7170 7757 7997 8166 9025

Households U212 E65 5211 763q '6W21 h 699 71 730

Nonprofit institutions 5U. 593 643 69h 746 853 837 862

Public consumption 1526 1787 198h 2220 2270 2466 26h6 33h9 3750

Government i1 g' I.L82 1-5 17 ~522 (200 (289h
National institutions 81 105 122 147 145 133 (2' (

Local authorities 2b6 260 283 327 367 bl h37 h55

Gross investment 1826 2167 2h35 2529 3111 3052 2514 1868 2600

Fixed investment9 2i¯67 2 S~3 271 2769 307 2937

housing si 660 a331 323 914 978 782 528

other construction 590 6ho 746 851 961 939 835 750

equipment h6L 601 586 609 8ho 802 790 656

Inventories 23h 266 272 246 396 283 107 -66

Net imports of goods and
services () Shh 1182 1356 1334 1661 1h94 1229 1151 1621

Exports 17 lEE 6 91 2202 3160

Imports 2091 2606 3024 3252 3699 3696 3701 3887 785

Gross domestic product at
market prices 72>41 3035 8917 9874 10890 11781 11928 12232 13750

Net factor payments abroad ~~ 105 ~ 123 ~5l5

Gross national product at
market prices 7189 7927 8813 9826 10833 11724 11845 12109 13600

Source: Bank of Israel; for 1967 and 1968 unrevised data.



Table 7

SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 196-1968

(at constant 1967 prices)

sional
-c0Al. 10 oAA 107 ioAA

Agriculture 738 72 20 68 0

Manufacturing and' mining 275 u 2u 29u u3

Transportation and
cormmaunication 1019 1101 1090 1090 1224
Construction 1036 1046 36 66o
Dwellings 1089 1166 1249 1317 1364

Commerce, finance and
services 2167 2329 2378 2311 2474

Public sector and non-
profit institutions 173L 1868 2004 2229 2359

Total gross national
product estimated
from the output side 10498 11216 11260 11293 12801

Errors and Omissions 33 08 58 816 799

Total gross national
product estimated
from the expenditure
side 10833 11724 11845 12109 13600

Source: Bank of Israel; for 1967 and 1968 unrevised data.

Note: Official data on GNP or GDP at constant factor cost by indus-
trial origin dn not exist. The sectoral distribution of GNP

was estimated by the Bank of Israel. Errors and omissions
reprsent +e difference betwen official estimates of GNP

from the expenditure and output sides.



TbLe 8

INVESTMENT AND SAVING

1960 1961 1962 1963 196 1965 1966 1967 1968

In millions of Israeli punds (current prices)

1. Gross investme-nIt 1187 132 2067 2284 2940 3012 2504 1808 2820
Fixed capital formation 1101 14h0 1942 2181 275b 2926 239 1874 2675
Uhanges in inventories 86 92 125 103 182 86 110 ih5

2. Gross national savings 597 753 721 948 1250 14682 1221 195 785
Private sector 666 816 918 1119 1209 1612 1L87 1697 2204
Public sector -69 -63 -197 -171 Li -130 -266 -1202 -1.19

3. Resource gap (1--2) 1/ $90 779 1356 1336 1690 153C 1283 1313 ?035

As a percentageof GNP

Gross investment 26 28 30 29 32 28 21 15 20

Gross national savings 13 l4 11 12 it 1l 10 L 6

Private sector 15 15 1 1 1) 1, 13 14 16
Public sector -2 -1 -3 -2 0 - - -10 -10

1/ Current account deficit of the balance of payments

Sources: Bank of Israel for division between private and public saving, tables on resources and uses
and balance of payments for other elements. For 1967 and 1968 revised data.



Table 9

FIXED INVESTMNT BY ECONOMIC SECTOR 1960-1968

(in milLions of 1967 Israeli pounds)

196o) 1961 1962 1963 1.É 19 ]:266 1967 1q68

Agriculture 173 162 168 148 162 1h2 1ho 157 160

Irrigation 75 85 121 128 80 70 77 68 55

Industry and construction 275 317 299 34 381 385 273 200 320

Mining and quariying 21 37 71 79 81 48 38 42 lLO

Electric'ity 55 54 83 65 62 106 93 81 10

Transportation 216 317 246 288 5011 440 332 409 670
(Ships and aircraft) (98) (153) (62) (47) (163) (86) (47) (n.a.) (n.a.)
(Motor vehicles) (49) (77) (loS) (141) (177) (1.74) (138) (n.a.) (n.a.)
(Other iterms) (69) (87) (79) (100) (160) (180) (117) (n.a.) (n.a.)

Coimmerce, services, ports 29() 332 395 459 599 664 668 449 525

Total non-dwelling 1105 1304 1383 1511 1866 1855 1621 1406 1950
fixed investment

are1ings 487 597 780 772 849 914 786 528 550

Total fixed investment 1592 1901 2163 2283 2715 2769 2407 1934 2500

Source: Bank of Israels for 1967 and 1968 unrevised data.



Table 10

PRODUCTIVITY INDICATORS, 1950-1965
Averae Annual C-rn,rt.h n ani Percentape Shares

(at 1955 prices)

Share in growth of GDP

Growth Crowth Growth attributable to

of GDP at of labor of capital labor capital resi-

factor n+. inncsnt innut inDut inout dual

(1) 2) () (4 (5) (6)

Total ScononV
1950-1965 11.0 5.0 13.1 3.5 4.0 3.5

19 0-19 * 17

1955-1960 9.6 4.0 11.2 2.9 3.5 3.2

1960-126 10. 4.7 108301 2.

Nanufacturing and mining

1950-1955 6.8 6.8 19.7 4.9 4.6 -2.7

1960-1965 13.8 6.6 11.7 4.3 4.6 4.9

Agriculture
1950-1965 11.6 3.2 9.9 2.2 5.4

1950-1955 U.1 -,) . _ 4 _ -

1955-1960 15.0 3.5 9.5 2.2 4.2 8.6

1960-1965 7*0 -u.4 7.1 -0.2 3.4 4.

Transportation
1950-1965 140 .o. 3. _ .

1950-1955 17.0 6.0 19.3 4.6 5.2 7.2

1955-1960 12.7 3.1 11.0 2.0 4.1 6.6
1960-1965 12.3 4.7 15.2 2.8 6.8 2.7

Total private non-dwelling
1950-1965 11.1 4.4 12.5 3.2 3.6 4.3

1950-1955 11.9 4.6 16.1 3.7 3.o 4.6
1055-1960 10.6 4.1 11.0 3.0 3.3 4.3

1960-1965 10.7 4.5 10.6 3.0 3.0 3.9

Source: Dr. A.C. Gaathon, "Economic Productivity in Israel", unpublished

manuscript.

Notes: Columns (1) - (3) are derived from estimates of Gross Domestic

Product at factor cost and of real labor and capital inputs.

Columns (4) and (5) are the rates of change of labor and capital

input weighted by the share of each in total output. For example

in the total economy for 1950-1965 the weighted labor rate is

(5.0 x 0.7 = 3.5) and the weighted capital rate is (13.1 x 0.3
h.0). Column 6. "the residual", represents that part of the growth

of output not attributable to the increased inputs, and is a measure

of total 'actor irocuctivity. For a fuller explanation of total fac-

tor productivity see IBRD Economics Department Working Paper No. 13,
nrodu+ivit.v Growth and Develonment in Latin America". dated May 31.,

1968 by Henry J. Bruton.



Table 11

AVERAGE GROSS CAPITAL TO OUTPUT RATIOS

195o-196r'

Total Private Agriculture Mining Transportation

economy non-dwelling and and
economy irrigation manufacturing

19 0 2.22 1.55 h.38 0.93 3.29

1951 2.10 1.46 4.89 0.93 3.01

1952 2.45 1.71 h.02 1.IL 3.55

1953 2.87 2.07 4.43 1.64 4.35

195h 2.69 1.92 h.03 1.66 3.67

1955 2.6L 1.86 4.48 1.65 3.65

1956 2.71 1.87 . 1.67 3.59

1957 2.76 1.91 4.20 1.75 3.56

1958 2.8b 1.9L 3.70 1.68 3.7)1

1949 2-79 1.87 3.Ll 1.66 3.52

iA 2n 8) 1.89 3. 3 1.68 3.39

1961 2.85 1.88 3.5 1.62 3.5">

196 2 A1 3.55 1 .66 3.56

19'3 2.AC 1.8 3.37 1.60 3.98

196h 2.Rh4 1.82 3.22 1.56 3. 7

io6 2 .95O 1.A9L 1 .q0 L.

Souce:Dr.A. T. Gaathon "Ecnonmic Prodjuct.N iity7 in Israel,.1 tor be)
published shortly.

Note: These ratios show gross capital stock relative to gross domestic
prod n+u u+ -,nn+nn+ rinoV



Table 12

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYED LABOR FORCE, 1961-1967
(Annual Average

S e r v i c e s
Elec- Pe rsonal

Total Agri- tricity Commerce Govt.& Health
Year Employed culture Industry Building & & Trans- Total Public Education Enter- Not

Water Finance port Admin. etc. tainment known

AbsoluteFires

1961 746,5C0 127,600 177,400 67,900 13,200 88,4oo 47,700 223,1C 59,800 110,200 53,100 1,200
1962 787,900 125,900 19,900 75,200 15900 98,600 47,800 227,400 57,900 109,500 60,000 2,200
1963 609,000 112,600 203,000 82,400 13,700 102,900 56,200 236,4co 62,900 114,500 59,000 1,800
196 854,1CO 109,900 216,300 87,000 16,200 107,600 61,700 253,600 64,000 122,600 67,0 1,800
1965 879,200 11L,400 222,900 92,000 15,500 lo,oo 60,100 261,600 63,700 134,300 63,600 2,300
1966 873,900 107,400 227,400 75,600 17,600 113,300 57,500 272,000 202,500 69,500 3,100
1967 830,7CO 104,100 203,800 63,000 18,500 111,600 61,200 266,800 62,700 137,300 66,800 1,700

Percenta es

1961 100.0 17.1 23.8 9.1 1.8 11.9 6.4 29.9 8.0 14.8 7.1
1962 100.0 16.0 24.8 9.6 2.0 12.5 6.1 29.0 7.4 1.0 7.6
1963 100.0 14.0 25.0 10.2 1.7 12.8 7.0 29.3 7.8 14.2 7.3
1964 100.0 12.9 25.4 10.2 1.9 12.6 7.2 29.8 7.5 14.4 7.9
1965 100.0 13.0 25.4 10.5 1.8 12.6 6.9 29.8 7.3 15.3 7.2
1966 100.0 12.3 26.1 8.7 2.0 13.0 6.6 31.3 23.3 8.0
1967 100.0 12.6 24.6 7.6 2.2 13.5 7.3 32.2 7.6 16.5 8.1

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics



Table 13

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

(IL million, at 1966/67 prices)
a/

Agricultural years

196314 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1968

1. Crops 847 933 944 942 1,027

(a) Citrus 248 291 308 317 370

(b) Other fruit 200 215 195 174 200

(c) Vegetables 118 130 128 139 160

(d) Cereals and pulses 83 86 89 88 70

Ce) Industrial crops- 111 116 117 120 120

(f) Miscellaneous 87 95 107 16 107

2. Livestock 629 647 670 668 680

(a) Meat 266 286 287 282 290

(b) Milk 155 154 163 164 170

(c) Eggs 1UK 143 155 159 150

(d) Fish 38 39 h0 40 45

(e) Miscellaneous 26 25 25 23 25

3. Total Production (1&2) 1,476 1,580 1,614 1,610 1,707

a/ October-September
Ctt su++ goIara. hee+ +oacco, ounnts

§J Preliminary estimate

Source:. Ministry of AgriCulture arid BaRK of israel



Table l4

AGRICULTURAL INFUTS

(IL million; at 1966 prices)

,a/Agricultural Years

1960/61 1961/62 1962/63 1963/6h 196h/65 1965/66 1966/67

Fodder 158 165 168 160 200 231 241

Water 48 54 55 48 52 57 51

Fertilizer 26 31 27 28 33 30 32

Pesticides 17 20 18 17 18 18 22

Seeds 6 6 6 5 h h 4

Packing materials 37 38 52 52 59 62 71

Transportation 30 31 35 39 43 h7 53

Spare parts and repairs 23 27 27 36 36 31 33

Fuel and electric power 12 12 lh 18 19 19 21

Services 8 9 11 12 1h 14 16

Taxes 15 15 17 16 16 16 17

Mis c ellaneous 5 6 6 6 7 8 11

Total purchased input 385 hh 436 h37 501 540 572
Depreciation 72 77 86 93 100 103 1,10

Total input h57 491 522 530 601 643 682

Source: Bank of Israel a/ October-September b/ Excluding wages for hired labor, interest and rent.



CULTIVATED AREA

(1000 hectares)

1960/61 1961/62 1962/63 1963/6 1964/65 196W66 1966/67

irrigated 13061 5O IL5) 1) J.)u -L-) -' Io

Dry farming 279 261 21 0 2/4 26429

Total 415 406 40l 44 41/0 406 417

Source: Bank of Israel

a/ October/September

Table 16

WATER 0NSUMPTION

(million cu. meter) a/
Fiscal Years-

b/e/ e/
1960e 1961 1962-' 1963 1964 1965 1966

Agriculture 1,087 1,047 1,144 1,039 1,075 1,153 1,203

Urban use 197 184 174 192 200 206 211

Industry 5h 56 55 57 S4 59 61

Total 1,338 1,287 1,373 1,288 1,329 1,418 1,475
of which

Fresh water . . 1.228 1,302 1,352

Saline water . 101 116 123

Source: Bank of Israel

a/ April to March

b/ Drought years

e/ Estimate





Table 17

AGRICULTURAL SUBSIDIES

(IL million)

Agricultural Yearsaf/
loAC/AA QAA/1A

Milk 30 25

Eggs 24 22

Meat 4 12

Cotton 8 10

Wheat 4 12

Vegetables 9 7

Sugar beets 5 6

Fruits 4 6

Groundnuts 3 3

Miscellaneous 2 2

Total output subsidies 93 105

Fodder 25 33

Water 15 13

Fertilizer 3 3

Total factor subsidies 43 49

Drought compensation 14 2

Total sbsigbeg 150 156

Source: Bank of Israel

a/ October - September



Table 18

TpiiIL PRDC IHIDEX
(Base: Average 19$8=100) F

WeihtFirst h alfi
1963 1960 1961 1962 1963 1 966 1965 1966 1967 1967 1968

TTA L 100.00 128.7 169.1 168.8 192.7 219.7 21.7 2 5.1 237., 218.2 290.7
1Ining and Quarrying ~~26 756 72 ^17 210 23 3T 331 313 303 363
Manufacturing 95.7L 128 148 168 192 218 239 262 236 215 288

Food 16.6 112 125 135 13 162 172 183 193 185 208
Textiles 1i.6 128 160 188 216 216 271 285 268 236 326
lothing v.8 i9 lh0 160 181 212 266 272 268 245 318

Wood, wood products 6.23 121 166 182 219 260 299 306 285 259 376
Paper, paper products 2.59 131 153 169 201 236 250 26$ 293 275 352
Printing, publishing 4.13 136 150 158 100 202 220 262 285 250 320
Leather 1.65 118 131 155 166 170 190 183 162 1i7 197
Rubber, plastic products 6.00 133 160 186 225 271 301 312 310 272 424
Chemicals 8.26 131 153 171 193 222 261 287 301 273 376
Non-metallic minerals 7 .99 123 137 159 182 197 207 193 lhJ 139 173

:Lancnd industry 3.07 165 192 266 306 313 335 373 350 362 LO7
Dasic metals 2.95 166 175 202 227 262 261 262 202 176 269
Metal products 6.51 126 137 161 186 209 219 210 179 165 23$
Machinery 6.30 133 158 173 209 233 217 226 198 169 251
Electrical and electronic

equipment 3.66 163 175 199 2L0 271 306 291 266 216 366
Transport equipment 6.07 130 152 170 187 220 229 204 202 175 274
Mscellaneous 1.56 176 193 173 186 226 262 223 268 236 326

Since 1966, the index is based on a new set of -weights, a new samiple and is computed on the base:
average 1963 = 100. In order to present it on the base 1958 = 100 it has been chained to the
previnus index on the base: average 1958 = 100 through the average of 1963.

Six month average of seasonally adjusted monthly data.

3ource- entral Bureau of Statistics



Table 19

FIXED INVESTMENT I0N INDUSTRY

(millions of I

Fiscal Year 1962/63 16/66 -196Vf65 l965/66 1966/6 1967/68

Mining and Quarrying 66.6 78.6 91.1 54.1 37.1 31.4
Food 35.5 4.4 60.2 69.o 72.9 25.1
Textiles 45.2 42.4- 39.5 45.9 39.5 20.7
Clothing 3.0 2.0 3.6 2.6 2.5 8.7
Wood and Furniture 7.9 10.8 9.4 13.1 1q.5 7.1
Paper and Cardboard 5.0 3.2 2.3 11.0 20.9 9.7
Printing and Publishing 6.3 4.6 8.2 11.6 4.9 2.2
Leather 0.8 0.8 2.3 2.7 3.3 0.2
Rubber and Plastics 7.2 8.2 13.3 13.8 9.8 10.1
Chemicals 15.9 23.6 40.4 37.3 26.11 9.7
Non-Metallic Minerals 16.5 25.7 36.1 32.it 27. 13.8
'Diamonds 0.9 1.3 0.5 0.6 2.1 1.4
Basic Metals 6.4 8.0 8.8 12.3 11.9 2.3
Metal Products 8.7 12.9 18.3 21.6 12.1 10.3
:Machinery 6.1 5.-4 10.0 8.5 7.3 Lt.8
Electrical Equipment L.4 8.1 11.8 7.2 10.8 20.0
Transport Equipment 14.6 12.9 17.0 28.1 25.6 24.3
Miscellaneous 2.1 4-.3 2.3 3.4 1.3 2.2

TOTAL 253.1 297.2 375.2 375.2 331.3 208.0

Calendar Year 1962 1963 196&1 1965 1966 1967

National Accounts
Estinates 1/ 339 413 h69 454 310 237

Source: Based on, annual sample surveys of industry taken by the Central Bureau of Statistics. Includes
estimates of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry of investment in new plants which had not yet
reached the stage of production during the survey years. Periods covered are fiscal years end-
ing March 31.

/1 Includes investment in construction industries as well as manufacturing and mining industries.
Separate estimates of investments in construction industries are not available.



Table 20

N\IUMBER OF EMPLOYED PERSONS IN INDUSTRY

( tnousands&

D1 nuu4 J2;uu, u.L A.70'./! UK 17U/ U) L1)/ ULn ifUUR/ U) 17U)/ UU 17UU/ U 17if [(' UC(

TOAL: 1388 157 1666 1784 1887 2147 2003 2002

Mining & Quarrying 28 32 31 37 39 h2 h0 3

nod, 216 230 248 261 277 299 301 319

Tentiles 153 197 215 225 249 258 239 228

clothing 60 70 71 80 91 133 126 141

rood J Furniture 105 11h 129 T!0 19 190 166 18

Paper &9 Cardboard 25 29 31 33 31 35 37 38

Printing &Publishing 6 6j 70 76 80 85 86 82 7

Leather 40 40 45 44 47 73 69 74

R.ubber &' Plastics 36 L0 49 53 59 61 56 56

2/Chemicals- 75 81 73 79 86 86 83 82

Non-Metallic ,inerals 94 102 110 110 108 116 104 8e.

Thianonds 9560 68 80 73 7h 87 97

Basic metals 34 !i2 44 41 Li 8 40 3S

e6al Products 123 126 126 133 1L9 168 1L0 132

* .achinery 57 65 76 78 92 108 88 8

Electrical Equipnent 52 62 67 80 77 87 82 75

Transport Equipment 12 157 173 191 199 234 210 22C

Miscellaneous 29 31 34 37 35 51 5O 51

1/
Including Extractive Industries, but excluding MilJitry Industry;. up to 196h/65
(inclusive) Minerals ?rospncting and self-employed, who do not engage empioens,
are al so excluded. Fiscal year ending March 31.

2/
up o I'YUL6/62 "ProUuctiU 01 iUle U13"i i u L i "Chem1icalS"; as 1ro0m

1962/63, however, it is included in "Food".

Source: -inistry of Commerce and industry (Based on data publisAed by the C.U.3.)



Table 21

PRODUCTION AN SUPPLY OF ELECTRICITY
BY THE ISRAEL ELECTIIC COROPORATION Provi-

sional Estimate
SUPPLY Unit 1950 1955 1960 1962 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 -1969

Installed generating
capacity MIW 100 230 4lo 560 720 720 720 1012 1012 1012

Generation million

KWH 543 1258 220$ 2807 3543 4061 L61 4632 565 62IC
Annual peak load MW 110 2h2 h2o 508 690 750 792 830 90$ 970
Fuel consumr.ption 1000t 193 393 636 772 961 1091 1193 120h 1440 158

DISTRIBUTION

HV transmission and
distribution lines 1801 2982 4770 5805 6h86 6826 717,1 7507 n.a. n.a.

LV distribution lines km 1867 3030 4565 4986 5301 568 5632 5700 n.a. n.a.
Distribution pcwer transformers No. 1613 3050 4831 5636 6L 6876 7298 76V7 n.a. n.a.
Capacity of distribution

transformers MVA 21L Sh 992 1259 15h6 1728 1896 2035 n.a. n.a.

PURC HA3ES mill (n
KWTH J6 10)7 1857 2370 2991 3 L50 3823 3968

Industry " ~ll ¯02 5 5 -1101 1210 1-27 1259 16L0 rlEG
Water æumping 117 336 .30 612 679 810 990 980 1080 1180
Oth er s 206 409 758. 892 1211 100 1563 1729 212C 22%C

Number of consumers 1000 181 333 571 656 705 792 828 857 n.a. n.a.

Sources: 1950-67 Central Bureau of StatistiCs. 1968-69 Economic Planning Authority, and IBRD estimates
based on discussions with Electric Corporation officials.



Table 22

INDICATORS OF TOURIST DEVELoPMENT 1960-.196

Prov-l- Esti-
siona mate

19619 6961 12 ; 196h 1965 1966 1967 1968 _/ 1969 1/

Investrment 20 31 16 22 1? 17 18 26 35 4o
(millions of I -)

No. of hotels 175 192 207 213 213 215 217 229 277 290
Capacity in rooms at year end 5886, 6571 7321 8050 8h82 917h 9648 10135 13647 1h7h7

-Total tourist entries (1000) 118 160 18 219 252 297 328 291 4lo 480
One day by ship n. a. lh 1. 29 22 37 38 23 4o 4.5
Other n. a. 1h6 165 198 230 260 290 267 370 h35

Foreign tourist nights spent
(thousands) n.a. 1136 1267 1560 1799 1876 2101 1819 2960 348o

Foreign exchange earnings
(millions of dolLars) 27 30 38 53 Sh 55 59 52 73 86

Average days of stay n.a. 7.8 7.-7 7,9 7.8 7.2 6.9 6.8 8.0 8.o

Average foreign exchange, receipts
per tourist in dollars 2( n.a. 199 220 259 239 200 194 130 190 190

Source: Minstry of Tourism and Economic Pla-ning Authority

Includes East Jesuralem

2/ Total income, less income from one-day visitors by ship estimated at $75 per tourist, divided by the total
numlber of other tourists.



Table 23

SUMMARY OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT BUDGET

(IL -,,utllion) Fiscal years-l

1963/64 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 196970
-------ActuaBs------------------------- (udget EstimatesT

Current revenue- 2,082 2,59 2,865 2,986 3,295 4,076 h,960

Current expendlture 1,707 2,309 2,625 3,157 4,022 4,617 5,798

Current surplus/deficit 375 150 240 - 171 - 727 - 541 - 838.

Capital expend.ture 977 886 1,135 1,048 l,15 1,217 1,165

Overall deficit - 602 - 736 - 895 - 1,219 - 1,881 - 1,75 & - 2,003
c/

Domestic borrowing, netc 245 310 423 943 1,230 1,23h n.a.

Foreign financing, net- 357 426 472 276 651 524 n. a.

Source: Bank of Israel and Ministry of Finance

a/ April to March
b/ Includes revenue from capital budget
c/ Includes changes in cash position
d/ Includes foreign grants



Table 2h

C=UrRNT GOVERNMNT REVENUE

(IL million)
Fiscal years

1963/64 1964/65 196966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/*)
--.- Actuals-g------------------------uet EstLmates )

Direct Taxes 787 997 1,193 1,305 1,299 1,732 2,M5

Income tax 690 876 1,056 1,163 1,204 1,477 1,828
Property tax 76 97 117 126 82 2h1 19L
Other di.rect-taxes 21 2h 20 16 13 14 23

Indirect Taxes 936 1,111 1,295 1,217 1,287 1,478 2,0L3

Custom duties 274 349 424 3h1 369 39& 625
Purchase tax 268 319 386 307 321 400 530
Fuel tax 93 114 125 169 :191 220 228
Excise taxes 12h 135 1h9 147 151 174 202
Other indirect taxes 177 194 211 253 255 286 L58

Interest 117 130 163 199 222 222 235

Amortization on government loans 141 101 83 93 134 322 hoo

Other revenue- 101 120 131 172 .353 322 237

Total Current Revenue 2,082 2,h59 2,865 2,986 3,295 h,076 L,960

Source: Bank of Israel and Ministry of Finance
a/ Includes revenue from capital budget



Table 25

CuRRENT GVERNMENT EXPENDITURE

(IL inillion) Fiscal years

1963/64 196h/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70
(-----------------------Actuals----------------------- Budget Estimates-')

Defense and Security 600 819 927 1,080 1,492 2,026 2,617

Defense 545 751 850 984 1,38h 1,907 2,k90
Pollce 55 68 77 96- 108 119 .127

Education and Welfare 404 480 699 820 791 663 874

Education 199 254 390 457 h02 351 150
Health 91 107 146 159 156 123 191
Labor 59 59 7, 100 110 101 97
Social Welfare 38 40 54 62 63 46 59
National. Insurance Institute 17 20 35 42 60 42 77

Subsidies 150 212 216 271 365 453 5LS9

Price Stabilization 144 200 189 191 212 235 269
Export promotion 6 12 27 80 153 218 280

Interest payments 2h9 271 301 343 407 380 585

Transfers to Local Authorities 30 53 77 68 78 39 160

Special budgest and reserves 2h 16h 12 131 388 Sho 526

Other 250 310 393 hhU 50r 516 597

Total Current Expenditure 1,707 2,309 2,625 3,157 4,022 h,617 5,798

Source: Bank of Israel and Ministry of Finance



Table 26

GOVERNMENT CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
Fiscal Years-a

(IL million) F -

1963/64 1964/65 1965/66 19,66/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70
Actuals---------------------) Budget estimatEs)

Agriculture 57 66 88 ioh 82 79 n.a.

Water development 99 .54 h6 2h 2h 10 n.a.

Industry 76 22 26 hl 156 102 n.a.

flining 12 39 36 44 108 147 n.a.

Electric power 36 26 52 17 20 25 n-a.

Tourism 10 8 15 18 38 16 n. a.

Transport 134 159 194 114 138 153 n.a

Postal services 43 78 106 13 12'3 95 n.a.

Housing 2h1 342 327 289 130 17h n. a.

Local authorities 10 14 15 11 33 20 n.a.

Public institutions 20 43 52 59 7 69 n.a.

Special budgets and reserves 12h - 158 108 182 299 5

Working capital. 75 20 10 55 29 5 n.a.

Others 10 15 10 21 17 23 n.a.

Total Capital Experditure 977 886 1,135 1,C148 1,154 1,217 1,165

Source: Bank of Israel and Ministry of Finance
a/ April to March



Table 27

FINANCING OF GOVERNMENT DEFICIT

(IL million)

Fiscal ears

1963/64 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70
-------------------------. Actua1------------------------ et stites)

DoMEIestic borrowing, gross 317 422 608 1,049 1,471 1,4o1 n.a.

Banking system, net$. - 109 50 139 477 551 550 n.a.
National Insurance Institute 84 87 129 122 91 86 n. a.
Band issues and other 259 173 192 280 729 730 n.a.

domestic borrowing
Compulsory loans 83 112 1U8 170 35n.a.

Foreign financing, gross 596 637 680 571 885 847 n.a.

Loarsb/ 472 5:34 580 569 885 847 na.
Grants9/ 124 103 100 2 - -. n. a.

Repayment of Loans 311 323 393 401 475 490 n.a.

DOMestic 72 112 185 106 2.1 167 n.a.
Foreign 239 211 208 295 234 323 n.a.

Total net financing 602 736 895 1,219 1,881 1,758 n.a.

DOMestic 245 310 423 943 1,230 1,234 n.a.
Foreign 357 426 472 276 651 524 n.a.

Source: Bank of Israel and Ministry of Finance

a/ Includes changes in cash position.
/ DeveIopment bonds, US Government loans, IBRD loans, and German Government loans

c_ German reparations



Table :28

INTERNAL GOVERIENT DEBT

(IL million)

Amount outstandin at end of March
__9 1961 ~ l 4 T 6

Treasury notes and bills 147 17 147 147 262

Loans from central bank 97 246 193 236 1L9

Government bonds 447 75 9 5,50 703

Bonds purchased by financial
institutions 286 301 344 448 568

Loans from National Insurance
Institute 373 457 544 673 795

Sub total I,3c) 1,726 1,823 2,054 2,477

Conpuls ory loans 90 209 318 4,66 626

Total 1,440 L,935 2,141 2,520 3,103

Source: Bank of Israel



Table 29

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES

Calender Years /
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

Current Revenue 319 381 h4 510- 579

Taxes 210 250 268 301 336Government transfers 62 77 113 127 151Other 47 54 64 82 92

Current Expenditure 284 361 461 562 605

Current Suplus/Deficit 35 20 - 16 - 52 - 26

Capital Expenditure 138 190 221 195 162

overall Deficit -103 - 170 - 237 - 217 - 188

Financing 103 170 237 2:47 1.88

Government loans and grants :16 12 31 31 28
Banking system anet 1 5 52 50 5
Other domestic- 96 151 155 164 106
Foreign, net -10 2 - 1 2 - 1

Source: Bank of Israel

a/ Includes private cost-sharing in capital expenditure
P/ PreJlu.ary



Table 30

REVENUE AND EXPENDIURE OF NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS2
(I. million)

Calender Year e/
1963 196 1 1966 1967-

Current revenue 15 17 19 19 12

Current spending, gross 248 237 2b0 220 399

Social servicesb 124 74 7h 77 ...
Immigration 71 68 55 36 .
Other 53 95 111 107

Less: Capital transfers to
Government - 50 - 20 - 17 - 2

Current spending, net 198 217 223 218 399

Current deficit - 183 -200 - 20 - 199 - 387

Capital expenditure 84 54 57 36 31

Direct expenditurel-/ 34 34 40 34 31
Transfers to government 50 20 17 2 ...

Overall deficit - 267 -254 - 261 - 235 - 418

Financing of deficit 267 254 261 235 18

Foreign sources 289 262 263 220 976
Unilateral receipts 174 192 221 174 922
Loans, net 115 70 42 46 54

Domestic credit, net - 22 - 8 - 2 15 -

Source: Bank of Israel

a/ Jewish Agency, Jewich National Fund, Keren Haysod and World Zionist Organization
h/ Education and culture, health, social welfare and housing
c/ Mainly for agricultural settlements
d/ Largely accumulation of reserves
e/ Estimate; in 1967 the National Institutions took over additional responsibilities from the

government as. their income from unilateral receipts had vastly improved.



Table 31

Calender Years

P/
196,3 1964 1965 1966 1967-

1. Receipts 446 536 632 757 816

a) Own receip 338 406 467 565 590b) Transfers - 108 130 165 192 226

2. Current expenditure 503 582 719 818 849

a) Health 216 244 313 352 352b) Education 150 181 226 265 292c) Welfare 70 77 89 86 92d) Others 67 80 91 115 113

3. Current deficit (1-2) - 57 - 46 - 87 - 61 - 33

4. Capital expenditure 77 112 130 160 127

a) Health 16 24 35 54 Io
b) Education 42 64 74 79 60
c) Welfare 10 ih 11 i- 1d) Others 9 10 10 13 12

5. Overall deficit (3-4) - 134 - 158 - 217 - 221 .. 160

6. Financing 134 158 217 221 160

a) Foreign transfers 128 151 156, 146 136
b) Domestic credit 6 7 61 75 24

Source: Bank of Israel

a/ Legally private institutions which however provide public services (health, education, welfare) either
free or at low fees.

b/ Membership dues and fees, sales of services and goods, and private transfers.
cl From the public sector
P/ Provisional



Table 32

CHANGES IN MONEY SUPPLY AND CIRCULATION VEWCITY

(IL million)

1. Increase of Money Qupply

Demand Total
Year Cash Deposits Money Supply

1961 45 44 89
1962 65 222 287
1963 116 237 353
1964 65 33 98
1965 67 125 192
1966 94 15 109
1967 215363
1968/Le O210 350

Outstanding Money Supply, Dec. 31, 19 68L/e

1,110 1,780 2,890

e/ Estimate

2. Circulation Velocity of Money

Average Annual velocity of
money in relation to:

Yp__ National Tnnome Total rpsonPs

1961 4.3 6.5
1962 b.h 7.1
1963 4.2 6.3
I96A),4 43 A
1965 4.7 6.8
19AA ),.7 A7

1967 4.1 5.7

e/ Estimate



Table 33

FACTORS AFFECTING MONEY SUPPLY

(IL million)

1 196 2-2_ c/' 1 I68

Increase/DecreaseW 2L6 1966 15,66 6 _87

Money supply 353 98 192 109 531 375

Foreign currency assets 227 54 219 -- 70 669 184

Bank credit, net 274 243 191 468 801 744

to the government (119) ( 95) ( 55) (200) (392) ( - )

to the public (155) (148) (136) (268) (509) ( - )

Less liquid deposits 87 156 202 299 942 628

local currency ( 20) ( 23) ( 27) (157) (525) (430)

foreign currency ( 67) (133) (175) (1)42) (417) (198)

Other factors - 61 - 43 -16 10 3 75

Source: Bank of Israel

a/ Time and saving deposits
b/ Foregn currency deposits and deposits linked to the exchange rate.
c/ Includes devaluation adjustments
cV January/August



Table 3h

BAJK CREDIT TO THE PUBLIC BY SECTORS

(IL million)
End of Y'ear b/

1963 19 96 ___ 967 1968

Agriculture 169 195 221 247 310 272

Indlustry 487 606 644 815 977 1,061

Construction 72 79 83 134 212 263

C ommerce 113 118 126 125 178 240

Services 87 101 147 209 258 276

Private individaals 122 137 147 180 210 205

Financial institutions 29 46 __ 91 131 211

Sub total 1,079 1,282 1,447 1,801 2,276 2,528

Local authorities 59 64 128 178 292 308

National institutions 26 34 35 57 62

Sub total 85 98 160 213 349 370

Miscellaneous 53 76 67 :L08 120

a/
Total- 1,217 1,436 1,683 2,081 2,733 3,018

Source: Bank of Israel
a/ Incluldes loans from earmarked deposits and credits against government deposits.
b! End of June



Table 35

GONSUMER PRICE INDEX

1. Average 1964-100.0

1962 1963 196 19 6 167 1968-
Agricultural Goods and Services 94.7 98.8 100.0 109.3 112.9 117.1Industrial Production 95.3 98.7 100.0 105.9 112.7 l14.7Fooc Industry 93.3 98.6 100.0 107.8 115.1 117.9Building and Hausing Services 68.9 81.7 100.0 111.0 120.2 117.7Electricity and Water 94.h 100.0 100.0 105.2 113.3- 121.6 123.5Transport and Ports 90.3 98.7 100.0 111.9 123.9 126.9 127.0Services (Public & Personal) 95.2 98.1 100.0 109.2 122.2 125.1 ...Insurances and Taxes 86.6 93.5 100.0 101.6 127.1 135.4 137.1

Total 89.2 95.1 100.0 107.7 116.3 118.2 120.8

2. Annual Chages (per cent)

1963 1964  1965 1966 1967 1968:/

Agricultural Goods and Services h.3 1.2 9.3 3.3 3.7
Inidustria.l Production 3.6 1.3 5.9 6.4 1..8

Food Industry 5.7 1.h 7.8 6.8 2..
BuildLng and Hausing Services 18.6 22.4 11.0 8.3 - 2.1
Electricity and Water 5.9 0.0 5.2 7.7 7.3 1.6
Transport and Ports 9.3 1.3 11.9 10.7 2.h .0
Services (Public & Personal) 3.0 1.9 9.2 11.9 2..
Insurances and Taxes 8.0 7.0 1.6 25.1 6.5 1.3

Total 6.6 5.2 7.7 8.0 1.6 2.2

Source: Bank of Israel

e/ Prelid-nary estimate



Table 36

INDEX OF AVERAGE MONTHLY WAGES

(January 1961=100)

All Agriculture Industry Construc- Electricity Commerce Transport Public Peraonal
tion Water Comimni- Services Service,

cation

1961 Average 105 11 104 104 107 106, 109 105 101
L962 Average 121 103 116 126 108 118 121 125 190
L963 Average 135 150 130 13 114 137 139 135 124
196h Average 152 175 146 165 125 150 155 148 139

1964 March 151 183 148 162 119 152 152 145 135
June 150 174 1>45 166- 121 146 151 148 137
September 154 170 148 162 121 160 171 1k9 149
December 162 164 158 190 138 155 159 157 1168

(January 1965=100)

1965 March 109 111 107 106 105 119 107 110 103June 107 108 106 105 98 106 100 111 104September 113 117 110 98 105 123 125 114 110Decembet- 117 112 111 111 102 116 126 120 11.2
1966 March 137 136 128 121 131 141 151 145 131

June 132 135 127 122 113 132 148 134 131
September 134 136 131 -11i 118 148 148 133 131
December 130 120 126 118 118 134 140 132 126

1967 March 132 126 128 118 119 138 156 132 129
June 123 112 112 103 117 124 13h 132 115
September 135 139 130 120 121 146 144 136 127
December 132 132 126 -118 122 135 146 134 124

:1968 March 134 132 132 120 123 137 155 133 125
June* 133 127 127 117 124 137 153 136 131

iource: Bank of Israel

* PrelinmInarr figures.



Table 37

BALANCE 0F PÆYMENTS 1L962-68

1962 1-963 1-966 196 96 196 196

Exports of goods and services 503 607 655 7h9 872 956 1,20'
Commodi o,y expotsi a/ 271 337 3LI L[0I L7 Shl.85
Exports of services 232 270 306 315 397 4l5 515

Imp6rts of goods and services 970 1,055 1,223 1,269 1,317 1,105 1,800
CmRodity imports b/ 614 68 803 79h 795 750 1,065
Imports of services 356 407 425 h75 522 655 735

Deficit on current account -h67 -448 -573 -¶20 -Lh - hh9 -600
Trade deficit -3h3 -311 -454 -390 -320 - 209 - 380
Net invisibles -12h -137 -119 -130 -125 - 2h0 - 220

Unilateral transfers 331 346 335 327 292 530 h35
Transfers to private sector c/ 202 228 230 211 19L 212 245
Transfers to public sector d/ 129 138 1o5 116 98 318 190

Capital movements, net 237 207 232 280 161 239 171

Changes in foreign reserves -hlb -109 -21 -106 19 - 223 97

Errors and omissions h0 h 27 19 -27 - 97 103

a/ f.o.b.

b/ c.i.f.

c/ Private transfers and relrman rpctituinn.

d/ Institutional transfers, German reparations, and intergovernmental transfers.

Source: Bank of' Tqral



Table 38

COMM2-ODITY COMPSITION OF XPORTS, L962-1968
(in U.S. millions)

1.962 1963 196 1965 1967 1968 a/

Agrilcultural Exports
Citrus Fruit 49 75 .53 71 75 85 88
Eggs 9 6 5 4 6
Othe r 10 9 8 11 16 17 25
Total Agricultural 68 89 67 87 95 108 113

Industrial Exports
Diamonds (polished) 89 116 137 15h 190 193 235
Text.iles and clothing 30 31 39 10 45 52 n.a.
Tires and tubes 10 9 8 9 10 9 n.a.
Chemicals 12 l4 L7 25 25 31 n.a.
Iining produets 6 7 13 l 19 18 n.a.
Processed food 17 2h 31 33 35 37 n.a.
Aircraft Pnd parts r.a. 2 2 2 2 6 n.a.
Other 47 60 55 63 77 82 n.a.
Total Industrial 211 263 303 340 403 428 582

Sales of used ships and
aircraft - - 2 3 5 19 5

Total Gross Export 279 352 372 1430 503 555 700

Less goods returned and
adjustments -8 -15 -23 -26 -28 -14 -15

Total Net Exports 271 337 349 hoh 475 5 1L 685

af/ Prelininary

Source: vionthy Foreign Trade Statistics and Bank of' Israel



Ta:ble 39

EXPORTS AND ADDED VALUE, 1963-67

Exports Added Value a/ Added Value as
(U.S. $ million) (u.s. $ million) percent cf exports

1963 196L 1965 1966 1967 1963 196L 1965 1966 1967 1963 196L 1965 1966 1967

Citrus 75 53 71 75 86 63 42 57 60 68 84 79 80 80 79

Other agricultural
products lh l 15 20 23 12 11 12 17 18 81 79 80 85 79

Diamonds 1o 118 132 165 158 20 26 30 h6 h3 19 22 23 28 27

Textiles 32 40 LO 45 52 16 21 20 21 23 51 53 30 h7 C5

Minerals 11 19 2h 30 29 9 16 20 2$ 2h 83 84 83 83 82

Citrus products 13 18 19 19 2I 9 12 13 13 16 68 67 68 68 67

Cther industrial

goods 86 85 99 li 121 49 U5 $3 62 68 57 3 5L 54 57

Total b/ 335 317 L0 468 h93 178 173 20$ 2_4 260 53 $0 $1 $2 53

a/ Gross value of exports minus import component.

b/ This table does not fully correspond to Table , as it is based on earlier data.,

Source: Bank of Israel



Table 40

CG*MMOD:TY IPORTS BY MAjOr CATEGORiES, 1962-8
(IJ.S. $ mi1liYn)

±9T2 ~170) ~704170)65 1966 _±97-_1967'J

PRODUCTI-N ±INPUT, T7TAL -,2 L7 1 n£j 5 n- -1 n
,fl-3 1'7r

Fiough diaronds 67 9 102 96 12 125 n.a.
Other industrial inputs 269 264 326 329 314 287 n.a.
Agricultural inputs 29 32 30 34 48 8 2 n.a.
Spare parts 37 33 39 å3 45 33 n.a.
Fuel h 4 5 47 53 5 !6 n.a.

INVESTIMENT GOODS, TOTAL 144 139 198 179 140 129 200

For industry 73 76 74 89 65 n.a.
For transportation 27 27 38 3L 28 23 n.a.

and communications
Ships and aircraft 22 16 60 32 19 34 n.a.
For agriculture 8 6 9 6 n "'
Other III IL 17 19 22 18 n.a.

CONSUMER GOODS, TOTAL h 58 8_h 82 91 7_ 105

Food 18 25 37 35 h3 31 n.a.
Other current consumption 13 1$ 19 21 23 2 n.a.

items
Durable goods 13 18 28 26 25 18 n.a.

Imports returned and adjustments -16 -16 -23 -22 -26 - 6 30

TOTAL COMH1DTY ]11PORTS 61 6h8 803 794 795 750 1,065

Sources: Bank of Israel and Central Bureau of Statistics



Table hl

DIRECTION OF TiADE, 1967
k~A I Li *. niLIr{ )

Percent. Percelit
of Tohai of Total

Exports Expertu Imports Imports

Europe 33h 60 h22
Common Market (.E.C.) 10U 29 10h 2L

Germany (Fed. Rep.) 59 11 62 6
Belgium and Luxembourg 36 6 27 3
Netherlands 31 6 35 5
France 2L h 33 1
Italy 10 2 27 3

Free Trade Area (E.F.T.A.) 126 23 203 26
United Kingdom 71 13 186 19
Switzerland 27 27 3
Sweden 10 2 10 1
Other E.F.T.A. 20 3 20 3

Other European Coantries h6 8

United ;tates 90 16 197 26
Canada 9 2 -

Other Western Hemisphere Countries 6 1 l4 2

Hong-Kong 21 1 -
Japan 21 6 19 2
Iran 11 2 1 -
Other Asian Countries 19 3 6 1

African Countries 2L h 27

All Others and Unclassified 20 3 77 10

Total, All Countries 5 100 768 100

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics



Table 42

EXUOTS AND IaTUR1 U SERViES, 1902-1900

(U.S. $ millions)

_V ww -- V 77 - _7 ~ FZ~-
IYOZ~ 1>'Oj 1961, 1-9-77 I_too _YU( 1 y) 96

ZYPOTS' 0OF SEH(VUES, TOTAL 232 270 306 345 397 (51

Transportation 116 115 127 18 158 i64 205
Tourism 38 53 55 55 59 52 95
Insurance 27 31 43 48 5 61 65
Capital servicing 21 26 29 37 48 55 60
Government 10 15 21 20 25 31 30
Other 20 50 31 37 49 52 60

IMPORTS OF SERVICES, TOTAL 356 407 425 475 522 655 735

Government 12h 16 129 17 159 256 300
Capital servicing 70 72 83 9h 107 123 130
Transportation 69 71 83 94 101 102 120
Tourism 26 38 37 ho 49 44 50
Insurance 28 31 1 50 60 68 70
Other 39 9 52 6 46 62 65

a/ Preliminary

Sources: Bank of Israel and Central Bureau of Statistics



Table h3

CAPITAL IOVFINTS, 1962-1968
(U.S. $ millions)

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 _ 126

Foreign Direct investment, net 82 135 143 83 71 8 20

Gross investment by non-residents 89 162 157 92 82 29 35
Israeli investinent abroad 7 27 14 9 11 21 15

Iong-and mediun term capital, net L27 18 137 1.47 113 24h 151
Gross inflow 259 224 297. 309 335 405 335
Development bonds 67 79 99 100 124 232 150
I.B.R.D. loans b bY 13 24 48 8 5
U.S. loans 38 19 69 82 67 63 55
Other loans 154c/ 96c/ 116 1.03 96 102 125

Repayments 132 206 163 153 222 161 184
Development bonds 33 56 74 67 113 57 60

Other loans 99 150 89 86 109 104 124

Short-term capital, net 28 54 -48 51 -.23 .-13 n.a.

Total capital moveents, net 237 207 232 280 16i 245 171

a/ Preliminary

b/ Included in "other loans"

c/ Because of differences in reported Iigures, this item has been adjusted + 6 for 196:2

and -19 for 1963 to achieve consistency with the latest data.

Source: Bank of Israel Annual Reports, 1963-1967



Table UW

FOREIGN RESERVE3, 1960-1968

Change
Bank cf Israel Other from

End of Fore ¯¯n ̄ onetary Comnercial Grand Previous
Year Gold Exchange Total Institutions Banks Total year

1960 6 207 213 1 $6 270 +102
1961 16 263 279 1 85 365 +95
1962 47 372 119 1 71 50L +139
1963 66 559 G1$ 31 69 615 +111
196 68 577 $LtE 22 76 6,3 + 28
1965 68 $79 653 21 B 7105
1966 68 523 621 B 101 730 - 18
1967 69 656 715 il6 120 949 +219
1968 69 594 663 n.a. n.a. 850 le - 99

L Estimate

Source: Bank of Israel


